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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMISSION 

47 CFR Part 2 

[ET Docket No. 23–121, FCC 23–26; FR ID 
151241] 

Implementation of the Final Acts of the 
2019 World Radiocommunication 
Conference 

AGENCY: Federal Communications 
Commission 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: In this document, the Federal 
Communications Commission 
(Commission) makes non-substantive, 
editorial revisions to the Commission’s 
Table of Frequency Allocations 
(Allocation Table), primarily to reflect 
decisions from the Final Acts of the 
World Radiocommunication Conference 
2019 (WRC–19 Final Acts). The purpose 
of this administrative action is to revise 
the Allocation Table by updating the 
International Table of Frequency 
Allocations (International Table) portion 
of the Allocation Table to reflect the 
International Telecommunication 
Union’s (ITU’s) Table of Frequency 
Allocations in its Radio Regulations 
(Edition of 2020) (Radio Regulations), 
and by making updates and corrections 
in the United States Table of Frequency 
Allocations (U.S. Table) portion of the 
Allocation Table. 
DATES: Effective October 30, 2023. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Patrick Forster, Office of Engineering 
and Technology, 202–418–7061, 
Patrick.Forster@fcc.gov. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This is a 
summary of the Commission’s Order in 
ET Docket No. 23–121, FCC 23–26, 
adopted April 18, 2023, and released 
April 21, 2023. The full text of this 
document is available on the FCC’s 
website at https://docs.fcc.gov/public/ 
attachments/FCC-23-26A1.pdf. To 
request materials in accessible format 
for people with disabilities, send an 
email to FCC504@fcc.gov (mail to: 
FCC504@fcc.gov), or call the Consumer 
& Governmental Affairs Bureau at 202– 
418–0530 (voice), 202–418–0432 (TTY). 

Synopsis 

By this action, the Commission takes 
the necessary steps to implement certain 
decisions of the World 
Radiocommunication Conference held 
in 2019 (WRC–19). The Commission 
revises the Allocation Table by updating 
the International Table of Frequency 
Allocations (International Table) portion 
to reflect the International 
Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) Table 

of Frequency Allocations in its Radio 
Regulations (Edition of 2020) (Radio 
Regulations) and by making updates and 
corrections in the United States Table of 
Frequency Allocations (U.S. Table) 
portion. These ministerial actions do 
not modify or otherwise change the 
Commission’s rules with respect to any 
party’s underlying rights or 
responsibilities. 

The ITU convenes a World 
Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) 
typically every three to four years to 
address international spectrum use. 
Specifically, the ITU allocates frequency 
bands to various radio services generally 
on either a worldwide or regional basis 
and enters these radio services in its 
Table of Frequency Allocations (which 
is reflected in § 2.106 of the 
Commission’s rules as the International 
Table) as part of the Radio Regulations. 

Discussion 
By this administrative action, the 

Commission makes several non- 
substantive, editorial changes to the 
Commission’s Allocation Table. None of 
the rule changes discussed in the Order 
are subject to the notice and comment 
requirements for rulemaking in the 
Administrative Procedure Act (APA). 
Section 553(b)(B) of the APA provides 
exceptions to the notice and comment 
requirements for rulemakings when, 
among other things, the agency finds 
good cause that the notice and comment 
requirements are ‘‘impracticable, 
unnecessary, or contrary to the public 
interest’’ with respect to the rules at 
issue. Specifically, the Final Rules 
consist of conforming changes to and 
corrects minor errors in the Allocation 
Table, including removing expired text 
from domestic footnotes. All of these 
changes are summarized below. These 
changes have no substantive effect on 
industry or the general public. 
Accordingly, the Commission found 
that it is ‘‘unnecessary,’’ within the 
meaning of section 553(b)(B) of the 
APA, to provide notice and an 
opportunity for public comment before 
implementing these rule revisions. 

A. Reflecting WRC–19 Revisions in the 
International Table 

The Commission updates the 
International Table within § 2.106 of the 
Commission’s rules to reflect Article 5, 
section IV of the Radio Regulations 
(Edition of 2020), except as revised 
herein. The International Table is 
included within the Commission’s 
Allocation Table for informational 
purposes only. Consistent with past 
practice, the Commission incorporates 
the following corrections and updates to 
the ITU’s Table of Frequency 

Allocations for display as the 
International Table in § 2.106 of the 
Commission’s rules: First, the 
Commission updates eight footnotes 
(5.328B, 5.341A, 5.341B, 5.341C, 
5.351A, 5.384A, 5.388, 5.484B) by cross 
referencing four resolutions 
(Resolutions 155, 212, 223, 610) that 
were revised at WRC–19. Next, the 
Commission: (1) revises two footnotes 
(5.169A, 5.169B) to make them 
consistent with the Federal Register’s 
style used in footnote 5.346 and update 
the cross reference to Resolution 99 in 
footnote 5.346 to match the version 
shown in footnotes 5.169A and 5.169B; 
and (2) corrects footnotes 5.547 and 
5.550E by adding the missing notation 
‘‘Rev.’’ and by removing a dash that is 
inconsistent with 72 other instances of 
‘‘non-geostationary-satellite systems’’ in 
Volume 1 of the Radio Regulations, 
respectively. Finally, the Commission 
notes that WRC–19 revised footnote 5.79 
by permitting the use of the NAVDAT 
[navigational data] system to expand the 
potential uses of the band. Because this 
is not a non-substantive editorial change 
to the International Table that affects the 
U.S. Table, the Commission maintains 
the status quo of the U.S. Table by 
replacing the existing reference to 
footnote 5.79 in the 415–472 kHz, 479– 
495 kHz, and 505–510 kHz bands within 
the U.S. Table with that of placeholder 
footnote US79A. Footnote US79A 
contains the pre-WRC–19 text of 
footnote 5.79, except that the 
Commission lists only the bands where 
footnote 5.79 currently applies (i.e., the 
Commission excludes the 472–479 kHz 
band, which is no longer allocated to 
the maritime mobile service, and the 
510–525 kHz band, to which the 
Commission has never applied the 
provisions of footnote 5.79). The 
Commission further notes that revised 
footnote 5.79 applies to the maritime 
mobile service in the 415–495 kHz and 
505–526.5 kHz bands in all ITU 
Regions; however, a reference to 
footnote 5.79 is not shown in the 510– 
525 kHz band within the Region 2 Table 
and there is no maritime mobile service 
entry or reference to footnote 5.79 in the 
525–526.5 kHz sub-band within the 
Region 2 Table of the Radio Regulations. 
Therefore, the Commission adds this 
footnote 5.79 issue to note 1 of the 
Commission’s Online Table at https:// 
www.fcc.gov/engineering-technology/ 
policy-and-rules-division/general/radio- 
spectrum-allocation. Title 47 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) at 
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-47 
contains the official version of the Table 
of Frequency Allocations and the FCC 
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Online Table of Frequency is provided 
for convenience only. 

B. Reflecting WRC–19 Revisions in the 
U.S. Table 

WRC–19 deleted one international 
footnote (5.396) that is referenced in the 
U.S. Table and revised a resolution that 
is referenced in two domestic footnotes 
(US444B, G132). The Commission 
reviewed the relevant footnotes (5.396, 
US444B, G132) and found that 
implementing these changes in the 
Commission’s rules will have no 
substantive effect on non-Federal 
operations. 

Footnote 5.396 requires space stations 
in the broadcasting-satellite service 
(BSS) in the band 2310–2360 MHz 
operating in accordance with footnote 
5.393 that may affect the services to 
which this band is allocated in other 
countries to be coordinated and notified 
in accordance with Resolution 33 
(Rev.WRC–15), and further provides 
that complementary terrestrial 
broadcasting stations shall be subject to 
bilateral coordination with neighboring 
countries prior to their bringing into 
use. WRC–19 deleted Resolution 33 
because the processing of filings under 
this Resolution was completed prior to 
WRC–07, and consequently deleted 
footnote 5.396 after moving its still- 
relevant text to footnote 5.393. The 
Commission is updating footnote 5.393 
in the International Footnotes to reflect 
the WRC–19 revisions. See Final Rules. 
In the United States, BSS operators 
provide satellite radio service to 
customers using the 2320–2345 MHz 
band and footnote 5.393 is not included 
in the 2310–2360 MHz band of the U.S. 
Table. The Commission therefore found 
that removal of footnote 5.396 will have 
no substantive effect on non-Federal 
operations. The Commission found that 
the reference to footnote 5.396 should 
be removed from the non-Federal Table, 
consistent with the WRC–19 
implementation. 

Footnote US444B contains a cross 
reference to Resolution 418 (Rev.WRC– 
12). WRC–19 revised Resolution 418 by 
updating the guidance on the 
aeronautical mobile service use of the 
5091–5150 MHz band by citing to 
Resolution 748 (Rev.WRC–19), by 
deleting the invitation that the ITU 
continue to study the conditions and 
arrangements for flight testing in this 
band, and by simplifying its text. 
Therefore, the Commission found that 
changing the reference to WRC–19’s 
revision of Resolution 418 will not have 
any substantive effect on non-Federal 
operations. 

The Commission updates footnote 
G132, which applies to the 1215–1240 

MHz band, to cross reference revised 
Resolution 608, replacing ‘‘(Rev.WRC– 
15)’’ with ‘‘(Rev.WRC–19).’’ Resolution 
608 pertains to the protection of the 
radionavigation service in certain 
countries in Regions 1 and 3; because 
the United States is located in Region 2, 
the revision of this resolution will not 
have any substantive effect on non- 
Federal operations. 

C. Other Revisions to the Allocation 
Table 

The Commission makes the following 
additional editorial changes to section 
2.106 of the Commission’s rules: 

• Correct the Federal and non-Federal 
Tables by removing the reference to 
footnote 5.79A from the 435–472 kHz 
band because the footnote does not 
apply to that band. 

• Revise footnotes US1, US82, US247, 
US281, US283, US296, US342, and 
G115 by changing the references to 
frequency units from ‘‘kHz’’ to ‘‘MHz’’ 
and revise footnote G32 from ‘‘MHz’’ to 
‘‘GHz’’ in order to make the text of the 
footnotes consistent with the frequency 
units shown in the Allocation Table. In 
each of these footnotes, the Commission 
also moves the decimal point three 
spaces to the left and deletes unneeded 
zeros. In footnote US342, the 
Commission also corrects a 
typographical error by changing from 
‘‘23.07–23.12 GHz’’ to ‘‘23.07–23.12 
GHz.’’ 

• Add a space between the third and 
fourth digits of frequency bands that 
contain five digits in 28 international 
footnotes. Specifically, the Commission 
makes this display change by revising 
footnotes 5.109, 5.110, 5.111, 5.132, 
5.133A, 5.134, 5.145, 5.145B, 5.146, 
5.147, 5.149, 5.149A, 5.150, 5.151, 
5.152, 5.153, 5.154, 5.155, 5.155A, 
5.155B, 5.156, 5.156A, 5.157, 5.158, 
5.474D, 5.477, 5.478, and 5.479. This 
display change is based on the format 
used in the Radio Regulations. ITU 
Radio Regulations, Vol. 1, Article 5, at 
35–186. 

• Simplify the display of facing pages 
in the Allocation Table. The heading on 
the top page of the Allocation Table also 
applies to the bottom page, i.e., every 
two pages in the Allocation Table are 
facing pages. The Commission 
simplifies the display of facing pages in 
the Allocation Table by ending page 19 
on the frequency 52 MHz in the Region 
1 Table and on the frequency 54 MHz 
in all other tables (instead of permitting 
the entries for the 50–54 MHz band in 
the combined table for Regions 2 and 3 
and the non-Federal Table, and the 50– 
73 MHz band in the Federal Table, to 
span pages 19 and 20). 

• Remove the references to footnote 
US108 from the 3300–3500 and 3500– 
3550 MHz bands in the Federal Table 
and from the 3300–3450 and 3450–3600 
MHz bands in the non-Federal Table 
and revise footnote G2 by deleting 
‘‘(except as provided for in US108)’’ 
because footnote US108 no longer 
applies to the 3300–3550 MHz band. 
Footnote US108 was recently revised to 
remove the text that applied to the 
3300–3550 MHz band. The Commission 
also moves the reference to footnote 
US431B from the bottom of the cell to 
the right of RADIOLOCATION in the 
3300–3500 MHz band within the 
Federal Table because the footnote 
applies to only the radiolocation 
service. 

• Place footnotes US431B and US433 
in ascending numerical order in the 
3450–3600 MHz band within the non- 
Federal Table. On page 39 of the 
Allocation Table, change the frequency 
range of the facing pages from ‘‘2483.5– 
3500’’ to ‘‘2483.5–3600’’ because 3450– 
3600 MHz is the last frequency band in 
the non-Federal Table in this set of 
facing pages. 

• Simplify the non-Federal Table by 
combining the common 
radiocommunication service entries in 
the 3600–3650 MHz and 3650–3700 
MHz bands to form the 3600–3700 MHz 
band, move the text of footnote NG185 
to footnote NG169, and remove footnote 
NG185 from the list of non-Federal 
government (non-Federal) footnotes. 

• Simplify the Federal Table by 
combining the common 
radiocommunication service entries in 
the 17.8–18.3 GHz and 18.3–18.6 GHz 
bands to form the 17.8–18.6 GHz band. 

• Correct the placement of footnote 
NG65 in the non-Federal Table in the 
24.75–25.25 GHz and 47.2–48.2 GHz 
bands by moving the footnote reference 
from the right of the fixed-satellite 
service (Earth-to-space) entry to the 
bottom of the cell because this footnote 
refers to three allocated services. For 
consistency in the Allocation Table, the 
Commission employs the following 
rules for footnote placement in both the 
International and U.S. Tables: The 
footnote references that appear below 
the allocated service or services apply to 
more than one of the allocated services, 
or to the whole of the allocation 
concerned. The footnote references that 
appear to the right of the name of a 
service are applicable only to that 
particular service. 47 CFR 2.104(h)(5)– 
(6). 

• Correct footnotes 5.430A, 5.458, 
5.509D, and 5.547 to reflect their text as 
shown in the Radio Regulations (ITU 
Radio Regulations, Vol. 1, Article 5, at 
122, 132, 150, and 164). Specifically, the 
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Commission corrects footnotes: (1) 
5.430A by deleting the last sentence 
(i.e., ‘‘This allocation is effective from 
17 November 2010.’’); (2) 5.458 by 
changing from ‘‘6425–7025 MHz’’ to 
‘‘6425–7075 MHz’’ in the last sentence; 
(3) 5.509D by changing from ‘‘19000’’ to 
‘‘19 000’’ in the last sentence; and (4) 
5.547 by changing from ‘‘Resolution 75 
(WRC–12)’’ to ‘‘Resolution 75 
(Rev.WRC–12).’’ 

• Revise footnote US52 to account for 
now-expired text. Footnote US52 states 
that use of the frequencies 156.775 MHz 
and 156.825 MHz by the mobile-satellite 
service (Earth-to-space) is restricted to 
the reception of long-range Automatic 
Identification System (AIS) broadcast 
messages from ships. It also provided, in 
the text of the footnote, for port 
operations and ship navigation 
communications on these two 
frequencies (AIS 3 and AIS 4) until 
August 26, 2019. The Commission 
revises footnote US52 paragraph (b) to 
remove the reference to August 26, 
2019. Previous port operations and ship 
navigation communications on these 
two frequencies (AIS 3 and AIS 4) 
expired on August 26, 2019 and are no 
longer permitted. 

• Revise footnotes US100, US312, 
and NG33 to remove footnote text that 
pertains to dates that have passed (i.e., 
expired text). Specifically, the 
Commission updates footnote US100 by 
removing the expired text in paragraph 
(b) providing that the 2345–2360 MHz 
band would be available for non-Federal 
aeronautical telemetering and associated 
telecommand operations for flight 
testing of aircraft and missiles until 
January 1, 2020; updates footnote US312 
by limiting the use of the frequency 
173.075 MHz by all stolen vehicle 
recovery systems to an authorized 
bandwidth not to exceed 12.5 kilohertz 
and striking language regarding 
operations on 20 kilohertz that expired 
on May 27, 2019; updates footnote 
NG33 by removing the expired text in 
paragraph (a), i.e., the transition period 
for full-power and Class A television 
(TV) station and fixed TV broadcast 
auxiliary station operations in the 614– 
698 MHz band has concluded and the 
band is now used predominately for 
mobile broadband services. The 
Commission also corrects a 
typographical error, i.e., white space 
devices may operate in the 657–663 
MHz band in accordance with 
§ 15.707(a)(2), instead of paragraph 
(a)(4), and simplifies the text of the 
footnote. 

Paperwork Reduction Act Analysis 
This document does not contain new 

or modified information collections 

subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act 
of 1995 (PRA), Public Law 104–13 (44 
U.S.C. 3501–3520). In addition, it does 
not contain any new or modified 
information collection burden for small 
business concerns with fewer than 25 
employees pursuant to the Small 
Business Paperwork Relief Act of 2002, 
Public Law 107–198, see 44 U.S.C. 
3506(c)(4). 

Congressional Review Act 

The Commission has determined, and 
the Administrator of the Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs, 
Office of Management and Budget, 
concurs, that this rule is ‘‘non-major’’ 
under the Congressional Review Act, 5 
U.S.C. 804(2). The Commission will 
send a copy of this Order to Congress 
and the Government Accountability 
office, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 801(a)(1)(A). 

Administrative Procedure Act 
Requirements 

None of the rule changes discussed in 
this Final Rule are subject to the notice 
and comment requirements for 
rulemaking in the Administrative 
Procedure Act (APA). Section 553(b)(B) 
of the APA provides exceptions to the 
notice and comment requirements for 
rulemakings when, among other things, 
the agency finds good cause that the 
notice and comment requirements are 
‘‘impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary 
to the public interest’’ with respect to 
the rules at issue. The changes 
discussed in this Final Rule have no 
substantive effect on industry or the 
general public. Accordingly, the 
Commission finds that it is 
‘‘unnecessary,’’ within the meaning of 
section 553(b)(B) of the APA, to provide 
notice and an opportunity for public 
comment before implementing these 
rule revisions. Because the rule changes 
are being implemented without notice 
and comment, the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act, 5 U.S.C. 601 et seq., does not apply. 

Ordering Clause 

It is ordered that, pursuant to sections 
1, 4(i), 4(j), 7, 301, 303(c), 303(f), and 
303(r) of the Communications Act of 
1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. 151, 154(i), 
154(j), 157, 301, 303(c), 303(f), and 
303(r), this Order is adopted. 

It is further ordered that the 
amendments of part 2 of the 
Commission’s rules, as set forth in 
Appendix A of the Order, are adopted, 
effective thirty (30) days after 
publication in the Federal Register. 

List of Subjects in 47 CFR Part 2 

Radio. 

Federal Communications Commission. 
Marlene Dortch, 
Secretary. 

Final Rules 

For the reasons discussed in the 
preamble, the Federal Communications 
Commission amends 47 CFR part 2 as 
follows: 

PART 2—FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS 
AND RADIO TREATY MATTERS; 
GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS 

■ 1. The authority citation for part 2 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 47 U.S.C. 154, 302a, 303, and 
336, unless otherwise noted. 

■ 2. Amend § 2.106 as follows: 
■ a. Revise pages 3, 4, 19 through 28, 30, 
33, 34, 38 through 42, 50, 52 through 56, 
58 through 60, 62, 66, and 68 in 
paragraph (a); 
■ b. Revise paragraphs (b)(67) 
introductory text, (b)(67)(ii), and (b)(70); 
■ c. Remove and reserve paragraph 
(b)(71); 
■ d. Revise paragraphs (b)(77) and (79); 
■ e. Add paragraph (b)(82)(i) and 
reserved paragraph (b)(82)(ii); 
■ f. Revise paragraphs (b)(87), (107), 
(109) through (112), (114), (117), (118), 
(123), and (128), (b)(132) introductory 
text, (b)(132)(ii), (b)(133)(i) and (ii), 
(b)(134), (b)(141)(ii), (b)(145) 
introductory text, (b)(145)(ii), (b)(146) 
and (147), (b)(149) through (155), 
(b)(156) introductory text, (b)(156)(i), 
(b)(157) through (159), (b)(161)(i) and 
(ii), (b)(162)(i), and (b)(163) through 
(165); 
■ g. Add paragraph (b)(166); 
■ h. Revise paragraphs (b)(169), (171), 
(194), (201), and (202); 
■ i. Add paragraph (b)(203); 
■ j. Revise paragraphs (b)(204) and 
(b)(208)(i) and (ii); 
■ k. Add paragraph (b)(209)(i) and 
reserved (b)(209)(ii); 
■ l. Revise paragraphs (b)(211), (212), 
and (214); 
■ m. Add paragraph (b)(218)(i) and 
reserved (b)(218)(ii); 
■ n. Revise paragraphs (219) and (221); 
■ o. Redesignate paragraphs (b)(228)(i) 
through (vii) as paragraphs (b)(228)(iii) 
through (ix) and add new paragraphs 
(b)(228)(i) and (ii); 
■ p. Revise paragraphs (b)(242) and 
(252); 
■ r. Add paragraphs (b)(260) and 
(b)(264)(i) and (ii); 
■ s. Revise paragraphs (b)(265), (275), 
(277), and (278), (b)(279) introductory 
text, (b)(279)(i), (b)(280), (b)(286)(ii), 
(b)(287), (288), and (295), (b)(296) 
introductory text, (b)(296)(i), (b)(297), 
(b)(308) introductory text, and 
(b)(308)(i); 
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■ t. Remove and reserve paragraph 
(b)(311); 
■ u. Revise paragraphs (b)(312) 
introductory text, (b)(312)(i), (b)(313) 
and (316), (b)(317)(i), (b)(323), 
(b)(325)(i), (b)(328)(ii) and (iii), (b)(329) 
and (331), (b)(338)(i), (b)(341)(i) through 
(iii), (b)(345), (346), (349), and (350), 
(b)(351)(i), (b)(352), (359), (368), and 
(372); 
■ t. Add paragraph (b)(373); 
■ u. Revise paragraphs (b)(382), 
(b)(384)(i), (b)(388) introductory text, 
(b)(388)(ii), (b)(389)(i) and (iv), and 
(b)(393); 
■ v. Remove and reserve paragraph 
(b)(396); 
■ w. Revise paragraphs (b)(401), (418), 
and (428), (b)(429) introductory text, 
(b)(429)(i) through (iv) and (vi), (b)(430) 
introductory text, (b)(430)(i), (b)(431) 
introductory text, (b)(432), (b)(433)(i), 
(b)(434), (b)(441)(i) and (ii), (b)(444)(ii), 
and (b)(446)(i) and (iii); 
■ x. Add paragraph (b)(446)(iv); 
■ y. Revise paragraphs (b)(447) 
introductory text, (b)(447)(vi), (b)(448), 
(b)(450)(i), (b)(453), (455), (458), and 
(468), (b)(473) introductory text, 
(b)(474)(iv), (b)(477), (b)(478) 
introductory text, (b)(479) through (481) 
and (483), (b)(484)(ii), (b)(495) and 
(505), (b)(508) introductory text, 
(b)(509)(iii), and (b)(516)(ii); 

■ z. Add paragraph (b)(517)(i) and 
reserved paragraph (b)(517)(ii); 
■ aa. Revise paragraph (b)(530)(ii); 
■ bb. Redesignate paragraph (b)(532)(ii) 
as paragraph (b)(532)(iv) and add new 
paragraph (b)(532)(ii) and paragraph 
(b)(532)(iii); 
■ cc. Add paragraph (b)(534); 
■ dd. Revise paragraphs (b)(536)(i) and 
(ii), (b)(537)(i), (b)(543(i), and (b)(546) 
and (547); 
■ ee. Add paragraphs (b)(550)(ii) 
through (v); 
■ ff. Revise paragraph (b)(552)(i). 
■ gg. Add paragraphs (b)(553)(i) and (ii), 
and (b)(555)(ii); 
■ hh. Revise paragraph (b)(559(i); 
■ ii. Add paragraph (b)(559)(ii); 
■ jj. Revise paragraph (b)(562)(ii); 
■ kk. Remove and reserve paragraphs 
(b)(562)(vi) and (vii); 
■ ll. Add paragraph (b)(564); 
■ mm. Revise paragraph (c)(1) 
■ nn. Redesignate Note 2 to paragraph 
(c)(22)(ii)(B) as Note 4 to 
§ 2.106(c)(22)(ii)(B); 
■ oo. Revise paragraph (c)(52); 
■ pp. Add paragraph (c)(79)(iii); 
■ qq. Revise paragraph (c)(82); 
■ rr. Redesignate Note 3 to table 4 to 
paragraph (c)(83) as Note 5 to table 4 to 
§ 2.106(c)(83); 
■ ss. Redesignate Note 4 to paragraph 
(c)(88)(ii) as Note 6 to § 2.106(c)(88)(ii); 

■ tt. Redesignate Note 5 to paragraph 
(c)(91)(ii)(B) as Note 7 to 
§ 2.106(c)(91)(ii)(B); 
■ uu. Redesignate Note 6 to paragraph 
(c)(91)(ii)(C) as Note 8 to 
§ 2.106(c)(91)(ii)(C); 
■ vv. Redesignate Note 7 to paragraph 
(c)(97) as Note 9 to § 2.106(c)(97); 
■ ww. Revise paragraph (c)(100); 
■ xx. Redesignate Note 8 to paragraph 
(c)(136)(ii) as Note 10 to 
§ 2.106(c)(136)(ii); 
■ yy. Redesignate Note 9 to paragraph 
(c)(161)(ii) as Note 11 to 
§ 2.106(c)(161)(ii); 
■ zz. Revise paragraphs (c)(247), (281), 
(283), (296), (312), and (342), and 
(c)(444)(ii); 
■ aaa. Redesignate Note 10 to paragraph 
(c)(565) as Note 12 to § 2.106(c)(565); 
■ bbb. Revise paragraph (d)(33); 
■ ccc. Redesignate Note 11 to paragraph 
(d)(53) as Note 13 to paragraph (d)(53); 
■ ddd. Revise paragraph (d)(169); 
■ eee. Remove and reserve paragraph 
(d)(185); and 
■ fff. Revise paragraphs (e)(2), (32), 
(115), and (132). 

The revisions and additions read as 
follows: 

§ 2.106 Table of Frequency Allocations. 

(a) * * * 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

435-472 435-472 435-472 
MARmME MCelLE 5.79 MARITIME MOSlE U579A MARITIMEMOSlE U579A 
~ ~ 5.77 Aeronaullcalfllllanaligalof 

!;ll, c,- CA'> CJl'>l_t_ ,Cll'>liR?I-

472-4791 472-479 472-479 
MARITIMEM<BI.E 5:19 Amaleur 5.80A '4llllillU Rlllo (91) 
Amateur 5.80A 
Aeroi'laulical ~ s. 71 5.80 
S.808 5.82 US2 5.82 US2 NG8 
41M95 479-495 479-495 479-495 
MARITIME MCBl.E S.79 5.79A MARll'IEMOSI.E 5.79 5.794 MARITIMEMOSlE US7M MARITIME MOSlE US7M Mliilma (80) 
~ ~ s. 71 Aeronaullcal~ 5.77 S.80 5.79A 5.79A 

AerlM'dailllfllllanaligalof 
5.82 5.82 5.82 US2 US231 5.82 US2 US231 
495-505 -.sos 
MARmMEMCelLE 5.820 MARITIME MOSlE Mliilma(80) 

Alialiol'ltm 
505-526,5 SOS.S10 S05.Q6.S SOS-510 
MARmMf MC&LE 5.79 5.79A 5.84 MARITIME MOSlE 5.:79 MARn1ME MOSlE 5.79 S.:7M 5.14 MARn1ME MOSlE U579A Milillmel&IB 
AERONAUTICAi. RADIONAVIGAl10N 510-S25 AERONAUTICALRADDIAYIGAl10N 510-525 

MARITIME MOSlE 5.7M. 5.14 AIIOnaullcllt mobile MARn1ME MOSlE (thipscriy) 5.79A 5.8ot Mllllilne(80) 
AERONAUTICALRADICliAYIGAl10N .laldmobile AERONAUTICALRADICliAYIGAl10N (rdlbeemll) US18 Allillloll(87) 

US14 US225 
S2S,S3S S2S,S3S 

526.5-1606.5 8ROADCAS11NG 5.88 52S.S-53S MOBlE U5221 Alialiol'I (87) 
eftOAOOASTING AERONAUTICALRADK»fAYIGAlDI 8ROADCAS11NG AERONAUTICALRADDIAYIGATD (ndabeacoM) US18 Privltl Land Mltle(90) 

Mltile 
5.88 US239 

51605 51806.5 51605 535-1605 
8ROADCAS11NG 8ROADCAS11NG 8ROADCAS11NG Rlllo 8IOlrdcast (AM)(73) 

N81 N05 Privltl laid Mltile (90) 
S.87 5.87A fllOS.1625 fllOS.1815 fllOS.1705 
16065-1625 8ROADCAS11NG 5.89 1608.5-1800 MOBI.E U5221 Gf27 8ROADCAS11NG 5.89 Rlllo 8IOlrdcast (AMJ(73) 
Rl<B) fDCED 1615-1705 Alllllcllfi.1Ged(80) 
MARITIME MC8lt.E 5.90 MOBI.E Privltl laldMltile (90) 
l.ANOMOBII.E RADIOLOOATION 
CO? CUI RADICliAYIGAl10N 

1625-1635 1625-1705 
RADtOI.OCATION fDCED 
5.93 MOBI.E 
1635-1800 8ROADCAS11NG 5.89 
Rl<B) Rdml:llon 

MARITIME MCelLE S.90 5.90 US299 US299 NG1 NOS 
UNO MCelLE 1705-1800 1705-'UIIIO 

fDCED fDCED Alll1lcll Riled (80) 
MOBILE MOBl.E Privltl laid Mltile (90) 
·RADl(J OOA110N RADD.OCATD 

5.92 5.96 AERONAUTICALRADICliAYIGAl10N 5.91 1~ P:IM4 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

Tate 
.01S 

AXED 
M08IU: 
Spece~ 

AXED 
MOBILE 

Allocallons 

5.180 S.161 UHA 
42-42.S 
AXED 
MOBILE 
~5.132A 

AXED 
MOBIU: 

I' 

5:t80 SJ61 5.161A 
44-47 
,Fl)® 
MOBILE 

5.162 U62A 
41..SO 
BROADCASTING 

·•rlillbtjtl!ll!I 
2J'Jble 

042.5 
FIXED 
MOBILE 

47.SO 
FIXED 
MOBI.E 

50-52 150-54 
BROADCASTING AMAlE\R 
Ama1e!.1r S.166A. 5.1668 5.1800 

5.1660 5.16E 5.t69 S.1691\ 
5.t698 

5.162A .5.164 5 .. 1$5 
5.$A5.167 5.167A.S.168U70 

3t• 

47-50 
FDCB) 
MOBILE 
l!ROAIJCASmG 

5.10\ 

41-0:15-117$151ft 
... --tiMt flldlll!llt6. ..L~._..._ 

«M1.015ft -.....-page 

4t.o15-41JISS 
RXEO 
MOBILE 
RADD.OCATION US131A 

4US44 
RADICl.OCATION USt32A 

44-46.6 

46.6-47 
flXED 
MOBI.E 
41-49.S 

49.6-50 
FDCB) 
MOBI.E 
50-54 

4UHS4t665 
RADD.OOATION USt32A 

US220 
42-43.35 
flXED 
Wl)MOBI.E 

"8124 tf81il1 
43.35469 
fD(B) 

MOBILE 
WI) j)CATION US132A RAlll0l. 
~24 
4169-44 
l.Atl)MOBILE 
RADIOLOOATION US13?A 
HG124 
4M&.6 
lAtl) MOBI.E 
HG124"8141 
46.6-47 

47-49.6 
l.Atl)MOBILE 

50-54 
AMAlE\R 

FCC"'9Pa(s) 

PlMlle la,dlblle (SO) 

·NlllcMJblle (22) 
Alvllle lJllld Molllle (SO) 

PIMIIII l8'ld Mctile (SO) 

PlMlle lJllld Mctile (SO) 

Anml'Rllllot!m 

19 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

Tat>Je of F~ Allocations 1 f7.975-150.8Mltz {VHF) Page21 
lmemallcMIITable Uillled StllN Table fCCRlile~} 

Rlmlmll 1 Tat>Je IRMiM2Table IRM11113Tllillle federal Tallle tm-Federal Table 
117.975-137 117.975-121.9315 
AERONAUTICAL MOBILE {R) AERONAUTICAL MOBlE (R) Awalan(87) 

C.f:11 C?tln lli:t?A lljl~ IIA'llil 

121.937S-123Jl875 121.937S.t23Jl875 
AERONAUTICALMOBI.E 

U&30 US31 US33 US80 U&30 US31 US33 US80 
US102 US213 US102 US213 
123.087.5-123.5875 
AERONAUTICALMOBlE 
C?IIII 1m1, IUl'" llAH, 

123.5875-128.8125 
AEROffAUTICAl.MOBI.E (R) 

US26 US36 
128.8125-132.0125 128.8125-132.0125 

AERONAUTICAL MOBlE IR'I 

132.0125-136 
AERONAUTICAL MOBI.E (R) 

US26 
136-137 136,;137 

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE (R) 
s. H1 5.200 5.201 5.202 US244 US244 
137-137.025 137-137.025 
SPACE OPERATION (space-41).fd) 5.203C SPACE OPERATION(~) SldelNeComnUlicaliolls(25} 
METEOR:OLOOICAL-SATEU.ITE (~) METEOROLOGICAI.-SATEWTE ~ 
MOSl.E-SATELUTE (sp1ee-to-Ed) 5.208A 5.2088 5.109 MOBI.E-SATal.lTE~) US319 US320 
SPACE RESEARCH(~) SPACE RESEARCH(~} 
Fixed 
Mobileuceplaeronaulicalmoblle(R) 
5.204 5.205 5.206 5:207 5.208 5.208 
137.025-137.175 137.025-137.175 
SPACE OPERATION (spacH>-Elll'llt} S.203C SPACE OPERATION(~} 
METEOROLOOICAL-SATEIJ.ITE (~ MEJEOROLOGICAI.-SATEUJTE (~) 
SPACE RESEARCH~} SPACE RESEARCH{~) 
Fixed UOflle talalle (spacM>,Earll) US319 US320 
Mobile mept llel'Oft!Wlieal mobile (R) 
Mobile-slllelltte (spacH>-Earlh) S.2G8A 5.2088 5.209 
5.204 5.205 S.200 S.207 5.208 c-
137.175-137.825 137.175-137.125 
SPACE OPERATION(~ 5.203C 5.209A SPACE OPERATION~) 
METEOROLOOICAL-SATEWTE (~ MEJEOROLOGICAI.-SATEWTE~) 
MOBl.E-SATELLITE (sp1ee-to-Ed) 5.208A 5.2088 5.109 MOBILf-SATal.lTE{~) US319 US320 
SPACE RESEARCH (~lltlt) SPACE RESEARCH(~ 
Fixed 
Mobile mept aeronaulical mobile (R) 
5.204 S.205 S.200 5.207 5.208 5.208 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

~ I~ ~ 5.149 5.291A 5.294 5.296 BROADCASTING flX8) IRFOINices(15) 
5.300 5 .. 304 5.306 5.31.2 Fired MOBI.E Wireless Cammlllli 

~~ except e,onaulical Mobile LP1V, 1VTl'llll'JIMllslldal..,.!Boom'!IIVlllll•(74G) 
mobile S.312A S.3'17A c"JM nM una.11. c- - ur..u ur.,u t.lft44C ~ue l.owPowerAIDdllly(74K) 

SROADCASTING 

I M<iie 5.317A I flX8) I Wireless COmnui:atons (27) 
BROADCASTING MOBI.E LP1V ad 1VTl'lllstalar (740) 
Fired BROAt 

NG159 
7Sm 
flX8) IN11cSlfetfl.andUollile{911q 
MOBI.E 

NG34 NG159 
775-788 
flX8) I Wilelesl Oamnlllil:alons (27) 
MOB1.E LP1V 111d 1VTranslllklr(74G) 
8ROADCASTING 

NG159 
7iiiii 

5.300 5.312 I 
1
..... ·----1'11'l 

i'9().8$2 
FIXED NG159 U08ILE except~ ....... . 

mobile ~3168 5.317A I Wi1e1es1 CGlmullcalians (27) 
BROADCASTING MOBI.E LP1VllldlVTl'lllstalar(74G) 

b I I~ ·1=1ttie~ 
WI) MOBlE Privale Land Mable·. 
849-851 
AERONAUTICALMOBI.E NIie lttle i 
851-854 
t.Nl)MOBI.E NIie: 
854-894 

::0 I I I 1::>MOBI.E ::::..(90) 
MOBI.E except aei'OMV!al 

motllei5.317A 
BROADCASTING 5.322 

I I s.149 s.305 5.306 5.307 I I 
5.319 5.323 5.317 5.318 5.320 

US11& US26ll. I Paae 30 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

Table of~ Al!ocallons 

, __ 1 Table I 2 Table 
1400-1427 
EARTHEXPLORATION-SA1B.UTE ~J 
RADIOASTRONOMY 
SPACE RESEARCH fpassive} 
S.)te_ 5.341 
1427-1429 
SPACE OPERATION~) 
FIXED 
MOBll.Eemiptaeronaublmabi!e S.341A 5.3418 
5.338A 5.341 
1429-1452 I 1429-1452 
FIXED 
MOBll.Eexcept~mabile I MOBILE 

5.341A 

1452-1492 
FIXED 

l.5.34 

MOBILE emipt ~ mobile 
5.346 

BROADCASTING 
BROAOOASTING-5ATEW1E 
S.341 5.342 5.345 
1492-1518 
FIXED 
MOBll.Eexcept~mabile 

5.341A 
~ 
1518-1525 
FIXED 
MOBILE emipt aeronavbl mobile 
MOBILE-SATEWTE {~ldl} 

5.348 s~ s.3488 5.351A 
S.341 5.342 
1525-1530 
SPACEOFERATION{~n 
FIXED • 

MOBII..E-SATEWTE(~ 
5.2088 5.351A 

Ea1l expbeticn salelle 
Mol!ileexcept~mollileS. 
5.341 5.342 5.350 5.351 5 354 

5343 

US343 

MOBII.E-SATaLITe !~De-tll'<a!'ll'll 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

1530-1535 
SPACE OPERATION(~ 
MOBll.E-SATEUITE~) 5.2088 5.351A 5.353A 
E.m~ 
fixed 
Mollile5.343 

5.341 S.351 S.354 

MOO!le-SATEUJTE ~) 5.2088 UStA 

5.354 5.355 5.356 5.357 SBA 5.359 5.362A 

AERONAUTICAL RAOIONAVIGATION 
RADIOMl\\llGAT!Off..SATEWTE (~) ') 5.2088 5.32813 5.329A 

~1 
1619-1610.6 
M0811..E-SATEUITE~) 

5.351A 
AERONAUTICALRAD!ONAVIGATION l~RADIONAVIGATION 

~TION-SAiB.UTE 
~} 

5.341 5.364 5.366 5.367 5.368 
S!!m 53; 

10.6-t61 
M081.E-SATEUITE~) 

5.351A 

1610-1610,6 
MOBI.E.sAiB.UTE~) 

5.351A 
AERONAUT!CAl RADIONAVIGATION 
~ 
~) 

5.341 5.355 5.359 5.364 5.366 
i 
161 

MOBl!.E-SAiB.UTE~) 
5.351A 

AERONAUTICAL RI\DIOMVIGATION 
RADIOASTRONOMY 
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 
~TION-

RADIOASl'RONOMY 
AEROHAUTICALRADIONA\l!GATION 
~ 

SATEWTE ~J ~} 

s . .364. 5.36615 .•. 1•··. 5 . .34. 1 5.364 5.366 S.367 s»1.s·:1··• 5 . .341 .. s.355.. 5 . .359. 5.364 5.366 5.372 5.370 5.372 5.38i' 5.368 5.369 5.372 
t613.8-t621.35 1613.8-1&21.35 
MOBILE.sATEWiE~) MOBI.E.sAiB.UTE~) 

5.351A 5.351A 
AERONAUTICALRAOIOHAVIGATION I AERONAUliCM.RADIONAVIGATION AERONAl.mCAlRADIONAVIGATION 
""ll,ll!Hlllffi!lm 1'"""""' ·~ "-"-) s.- ~TION.sAiB.UTE Mobile salelie (~} 5.2088 ~" _...,,..._._.. - ~) Radiodei:iitrii:l\lalcn Slllielle{EldMD-

~(~) 5.2088 space) 

5.365 5.36615.341 5.364.. 5 . .365 5.366 5.38i' 5 . .368. 5.34 .. t .5 . .355.. . 5.359 ... 5 .• 364... 5.365 5.366 S.372 5.370 5.372 _ _ .. -- . . S.36l 5.368 5~ 5.372 
1621.35-162:6.5 1821.3-S.162:6.5 
MARlTlME MOBlle-SATEWTE MARITIME MOBI.E-SATEUlTE 
(~all) 5.313 5.373A (~) S.373 5.313A 

MOBI.E-SAiB.UTE~) MOBlle.sATEUlTE~) 
5.351A 5.351A 

AERONAUTICAL RAOIOHAVIGATION I AEROtWmCAL RADIONAVIGATION AERONA!rnCAl RADIONAVIGATION 
RADIOOE1'ERMNTION-5ATEWTE ~~} 
~) ex.:e,tmarlrMntmle uleDe 

Mable 1alel!e {~} (~) 
ex.:ept~mallle iBlella Radiodei:iimmaiion salellle (Ed-i!-
(~) space) 

5.2088 5.341 5 . .364 5.365 5.366 5.2088 5.341 5.355 5.359 5.364 
,3705,; 

5.341 5.351 
1535-1559 
MOBll.E.sAiB.UTE ~} US308 US309 IJS315 

US380 
5.341 5.351 USS 
1559-1610 
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION 
RADIOHAVIGATION-SATEWTE (~all)(~; 
5.341 
1619-1610.6 
MOBll.E-5ATEUlTE~) IJS319 US380 
AEROHAUTICALRADIONAVIGATION US260 
RADIODEiERMINATION.sAiB.UTE~) 

5.341 5.364 5.366 5.367 5.368 5.372 US2l.l8 
f610.6-t613.8 
M0811..E-SAiB.UTE ~) U5319 US380 
RADIOAS1RONOM\' 
AERONAUTICALRAOIONAVIGATION US2SG 
RAOIOOEi'ERMINATION-SATEUlTE ~ 

5.341 5.364 5.366 5.38i' 5.368 5.372 US20S 05342 
fll13.8-t62S.5 
MOBI.E.sAiB.LITE~) U53t9 US380 
AEROHAUTICN..RADIONAVIGATION US260 
RADIOOETERMlHATION.sAiB.UTE ~ 
~(~) 

5.341 5.364 5.365 5.366 5.367 5.363 5.372 tJS208 

Sa!ellite 
~ (25} 

Mdme(SO) 
AW!loll(87) 

Awimn(87) 

&itelli!e 
~ (25} 

AWllion (87) 

34 
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2310-2320 2310-2320 
Fixed FIXED Wieles8 
Mobile US1GO MOBlE Comnuicllllons (27) 
RadloklcalDn 02 BROADCASTINGSAlEWTE 

RADIC10CATION 
'1JS97 US327 US97 US1GO US327 
2320-2345 2320-234S 
fixed BR.OADCA6TING8A1EWTE $IM(e 
Wlcab02 Conllllicllons(25) 
llflffl lm17 
·2345-2360 2345-2360 
Fixed FIXED Wieles8 
Mobile US1GO MOBlE US100 Colllrulitallcns (27) 
Rallolocliall 02 8ROADCAS'f't4G$1EUJTE 

RADIOl.OOATION 
US327 US327 
2360-2390 2360-2390 
MOBlEUS276 MOBlE US276 A\'lab(87) 
RADIC10CATION 82 G120 Pflon11Rd>l9S) 
Fixed 
US101 US101 --- 28-2395 
MOBlEUS276 AMATEUR A\4allioa(87} 

Ma3lE US276 P«scllatRd>{95) 

US101 US101 Amaleul'Rd>(97) 

2395-2480 2395-2400 
AMATEUR P«scllat Rd> {95) 

IIA1M At" ll!HM AmlluRadlo(97) 
M-2417 2480-2417 

AMATEUR RFDewices(15) 
5.150 G122 5.150 S.282 ISMEcppnienl(18) 

2417-2450 2417-2450 Amalu Radlo(97) 
Radoklcalol 02 Amllu 

5.150 5282 S.395 5.150 5.282 5.393 5.394 5.150 5.150 5.282 
24S0.2483.S 2450-2483.5. ffi0.:2483.5 2450-2483.5 
mo FIXED FIXED RF Dewices (15) 
MOl:li.E M08I.E Ma3lE ISMEqlipmenl(18) 
~ RADQ.OCATION Radiolot'a lYAldaly 

~ (74F) 
Malalldl.t.de(90) 

5.150 5.150 5.150 US41 S.150 US41 .Filled MiaoR'le (101) 
Plge38 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

Albtalionl 2483.5-3600MHz, 39 
WernalDftllTable I WS1alesTable lfCCRule~) 

- -• •• 1 Table __ JR!!alo1tlTlll!lt_ J~3TIIIIIL _ .. _ ~Tllllllt .. . J~DIIIIJ 
2483.S.2500 2483.5-2SGO •248:U-2500 2483.5-2SGO 2483.5-2495 
FIXED flXED flXED MOBI.E-SA1B.UTE(space.lo. MOBII.E-SA1B.UTE(spacN>-
MOBllE MOBII.E MOBII.E En) US319 US380 US391 Ed) US380 
MOBllE-5ATEW1E MOBI.E-SA1B.UTE(spacN)&tl) MOBI.E-SA1B.UTE(~) RADIODETERMINATION- RADIODElERMINATION.sAlB.-
(~artlt) 5 .. 351A 5.351A 5.351A ~ SATEWTE{tpacN)&lti) UlE{tpacN)&lti) S.398 

RAOIOOETERMINATION- RADIOLOCATION RADIOLOCATION 5.398 
SATEWTE {space,to-&!lh) RADIODE1'ERMINA11CJN.SA1B.UTE RADIOllE1ERMINA11CJN.SA1el.UlE 5.150 5.~JJ$!.U~19 NG147 
S.398 (flllCH>C-, 5;398 (splte,io&II} 5;398 fflS..2500 

RadlolccallOII U!8A • flXED 

1 

MOBII.Eem!lltNClllllUliclllmable 

~~(spacN>-
RADlODElBUNATION.sAlB.

UJE (lpaee,lo&rll) 5.398 

5.150 5.402 US41 IJS319 US391 
NG147 
2.500-2655 

ISM Equipment (18) 
.5alellle Conmri

Clllliona (25) 

ISM Equipment (18} 
Salellle Commll'li

Qlllons (25) 
Wlleless Comnuti

Clllliona (21) 

FIXED U10 
MOBllE.exoeot~ 

mcllile 5.3114A 

2SG0-2520 
ffXED 5.410 
fOO:D.SATEWTE (spl0IHl)&ll) 

5.415 

2SG0-2520 
ffXED 5.410 
fDCEO.SATEWTE (space,lo,&rlt) 5.4t5 
MOBII.E em!llt1llftlllllllli: mcllile 5.384A 
MOBI.E-SAlELUTE fsl>ace.to&tl) 

ffXED US205 IWlleleslComnlri-
MOBII.E eJra!lltllllOllllllical mable Cllllion8 (21) 

u::~ 
5.412 l5.4CM 
2520-265,S 25ZQ;26SS 
FIXED 5.410 ffXED 5.410 
MOBI.E exoept ~ flXED.SATEWIE (space,lo,&rlt) 

mobile 5.384A 5.415 
SROAOOASTIHG-SATEWlE MOBII.E emlllt1Nllffllllficll 

S,413 5.416 maNe 5.3f4A 

S.339 5.412 5.4188 U18C 
2655-2670 
flXED 5.410 
MOBll.E except~ 

molllie 5.3114A 
SROAOCASTIHG-SATELU1E 

S.2088 5.413 5.416 
fatl ~..,,. 
~) 

Radlosonom, 
Spa':eMftll'dlfpa&M} 

8ROADCAS1'H3-SATEWTE 
5.413 5.416 

5.339 5.4188 SA18C 
2655-2670 
flXED 5.410 
flXED.SAtaUJ'E tEllMHIDllce) 
~)S.415 •• 

M0BI.E eoa::ept1llftlllllllli:fflalllle 
5.384A 

~TEUJ1E 
5.413 5.416 

Ellll~(llflllllue) 
Radio~ 
SpacellSINI {Penl¥e) 

5.351A 5.407 5.414 "5.4t4A • 

5.404 5.415A 
2521).2535 
fDED 5.410 
FIX£D.SA1B.UTE (space.l),E.arlt) 5.415 
MOBII.Eem!lltNClllllUliclllmable 5.3&4A 
BROADCASTING-SATEWIE 5.413 5.416 

SA03 5.414A $.415A 
2535-2655 
flXED 5.410 
MOBII.E em!lltNClllllUliclllmable 5.384A 
BROADCASTING-SATEUJ1E 5.413 5.416 

5.33t5.418_5A18A 5.4188 S.418C __ .. b.339 .. U6205 ······-·····-··········-·-lS.339 

2655-2670 12655-2690 265S-2690 flXED 5.410 fat! t.1qlD!lllliDft ,_Ila~ FIXED US205 
FIX£D.SAtaUJ'E (Ed,,ti;Mplce) S.415 Radloaaonom, US38S MOBII.E em!llteelllllilllll:I ndlle 
MOBILE eoa::eptaeronuicalndlle 5.384A Spaceftlllladl fl)aslt,le} fatluploralc)n ••• {l)IIIIM) 
BROADCASTING-SAtaUJ'E 5.413 5.416 Radloaaonom, 
Ellll~{Penlve) SpacellSINl{paNiwe) 
RadiollNIIOl1" 
Spai:eftlllladlfpalsiive) 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

2670-2690 
FIXED 5.410 

u:~aionaubl 
Elltl e,rpbab: HI !II! 

(slaslM} 
Radioashnonly 
Spacefllleildlfpaive) 

2870-2690 
AXE05A10 
flXEO.SA TEWl'E {Eart..~) 
(~ s.2088 5.415 

MOBILE except UIOt'llllliital mol:iile 
S.384A 
Elll'lh~~) 
RadioMOIIOl'l'IY 
Spaceraewdl {passive} 

s.1• 5.412 ~-~· ... ls.149 
.2690-2700 
EARTH EXPL<NTION-SATB.llTE (passlw) 
RADIOASTR(K)M'( 
SPACE RESEARCH (palslille) 

5.340SA22 
2700-2900 
AERONAU11CN.RADIONAVIGATION 5.337 

5.423j,424 
2900-3100 
RADIOl.OCATION 5.424A 
RADIONAVIGATION S.426 

RADIOI.OCATION 
Elltle,rpbellan 1111■e (lJl.l'liW) 
SpaceNll!lldl(acM) 

5.149 5.42.8 
3300-3400 
RADIOLOCATION 

5.149 5.429 5.429A 5.4298 

3400-3liOO 
FIXED 
f'IXED.SA18.1.11E 
(~) 

MOBII.EeirceptMl'lllllllllica 
mallileS.430A 
~ 

3300-3400 
RADIOLOOATION 
AtMtellt 
fixed 
Mobile 

3400-3500 
FIXED 
FIXED..sll.TEWTI: (~) 
MOBI.E exeeptUIOt'llllliital mdllle 

5.431.A 5.4318 
AtMtellt 
Radlclocallcl'I 5.433 

5.2112 

mo.2690 
FIXED 5.410 
f!XEO.SATEWl'E{E~) 5.415 
MOBILE except UIOt'llllliital mdlile 5.384A 
MOBILE.s/1.TEWl'E~) 
5.351A 5.419 

l:ri ~48telfe f.pHsl\le) 
Radioastonomy 
Splaresearc.tl(passlve) 

5.149 

3300-3400 
RADIOLOCATION 
Amalel.lt 

3400-3500 
FIXED 
flXEO.sATEWl'E (~) 
~ 
Mobile 5.432 5.4328 
~5.433 

S.2112 5.432A 

us~..... . ..... JV~ 
2600-2700 
EARTH EXPI.ORATION-SATEU.lle (ll;l$IIYll) 
RADIO ASTRONOMY US14 
SPACE RESEARCH (putlve) 

US246 
2700-2900 
MfTl:OROI.OOICAL AIDS 
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVI-

OATION 5.337 UStS 
~G2 

5.423 G15 
2900-3100 
RADIOLOOATION 5.424A GSS 
MARITIME RAOIONAVIGATION 

2100.2900 

5.423 US18 
2900-3100 
MARITIME RADIONAVIGATION 
~US44 

3foo.3300 3100.3300 

Avidoft (87) 

Mdmll(IIO) 
Private land Mobile 

(90) 

RADIOLOCATION G59 l:ri ~ (ache} I Private land Mobile 
l:ri expballon48telfe (.dve} Space raewdl (dve) (90) 
Spa raewdl (aciive) Radiolocam 

US342 US342 
3300-3500 I 3300-3450 
RADIOLOOATION US4316 G2 

34Sl).3600 

flXEO I Yilirelels~ 
M081LE except aeronaubl mdlile calions (21) 

Cll2n 8roadl>sd 
(96) 

IJS103 U~2 
US'l(l3 IJS1QS US4311JJS433 40 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

15.Ea-t5.7 15.63-15.7 15.63-15.1 
RADIQ.OCATION 5.511E S.511F AAOIOI.OOATION 5.SHE AERONAUTICAi. Awllloll(S7) 
AERONAUTICAI..RADIONA\IIGATION UHF US511E RAOIONA\IIGATION IJ&200 

AERONAUTICAi. 
RAOIONAVIGATION US.260 

IIIA?U 1u;,u IIA!:HF 

15.7-16.6 15.7-16.6 15.7-172 
RADKl.OCATK»I RADIOI.OCATION G59 ~ Privlde I.ad Mobile ('90) 
5.512 5.513 
16.6-17;1 18.6-17.1 
RADKl.OCATK»I RADIOlOCATION G59 
Space-..dl(deepspace)~} ~r"space) 
5.512 5.513 
17.1-17.2 t7.1-17l 
RADIOI.OCATK»I RADIOlOCATION G59 
5.512 5.Si3 
17.2-17.3 17.2-17.3 17.2-17.3 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATEUITE (IIICM) EARTH EXPlOMTION- e.th~(l!dve) 
RADKl.OCATION SATELLITE (IIICM) ~ 
SPACE RESEARCH (ldve) AAOIOlOCATION ps9 Space:mea,ch (dw) 

5.512 5.513 5.513A SPAOf RESEARCH (acllvt) 

17.3-17.7 17.3-17.7 17.3-17-7 17.3-17.7 17.3-17.7 
.flXED.SAlEWlE~) flXEO-SATELLITE (fd..:!Hpa) FIXED-SATELLITE (Ed-to-space) ~U52'S9G59 FIXED-SATELLITE ~to-space} ·5lllelllte 

5..516 (lfPIICN)-Ed) 5.516A 5.516 5.516 (spa-to.Ed) NGSZTA ~ (25) 
5.5168 BROAOCASTING-SATELLITE ~ BROAOCA5TING-SATELLITE 

Radialocalan Radklklcallcln 
5.514 5.514 5.515 5.514 u5402 om US259 US402 NG5II 
1.7.7-18.1 17.7-17.8 17.7-18.1 17.7-17.8 t7.7-17.8 
FtXED FIXED FIXED AXED 5lllelllle 
FIXEO.sA1EW1E~to-Ed) FIXED-SATELLITE~} FIXEO-SATELLITE~~d) ~~~=~) 

~(25) 
5.484A 5.517A ) 5.517 5.517 A ~) 5.484A 5.511A ( d-to-space) TVl:?foadcas!AIIXllialy 
5.516 5.516 5.516 (74F) 

MOBILE BROADCA.STING-&\TELLITE MOSII.E cable TV Ralay (78) 
Mobile fixed MicrowM (101) 
4,4,ii:;: H<t't'M GU7 US334 NG58 
17.8-18.1 TT.6-111.5 17.8-18.3 
FIXED FIXED-SATELLITE(~ FIXED 
f!XEO-SATELLITE (spa-lo-&th) Ed) US334G11 

~~) 
5.484A 5.SUA (~) NG527A 
5.516 

MOSII.E 
5.519 

18.1-18.4 U5334 08519 
ffXEO 18.3-18.6 
f'IXED;SA1BJ.11E~) 5.484A 5.5168 5.517A ~) 5.520 FIXED-SATELLITE (sp111:e-to-Earlh) Slllelllle 
MOBILE NG527A Commlmlclltions (25) 
5.519 5.521 
18.4-18.& 
FtXED 
AXED-SAlBJ.11£ (tlpace-to-&111) 5.484A 5.5168 5.517A 
MOBILE 0$139 US519 I.IAi:'\!I IIA"IU PaaeS2 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

Table of- Allocabls 18.6,:Z4.45 GHz ISHFl Parlll!S3 
NemllilN!Table UnlfedStalesTable FCCRulePat(s) 

Realon1Table Realoll2Tat,lt Reaicll3Tabte federll Table Non.federalTable 
18.6-18.8 18.6,;11.8 18.6,;18.8 18.6,;18..8 11.6-18.8 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATEWTE EARTH EXPLORATION- EARTH EXPLORATION- EARTH EXPLORATION- EARTH EXPLORATION- Sllelle 

(pasM} SATEW1Ef,allihle} tif\TEWl'E{l)eslM) SATEWTE{lllslt,le} SATEWl'E(paslM) Colmllnlcallonl (25) 
FIXED AXED .mm FIXED-SATEWTE~ FIXED-SATEW1E~) 
f'IXEO.SATElUTE (~} FIXED-SATEW1E (SfJliCM),l:atl) FIXED-SATEWTE(~} Ed)US255 US25S NG164 J\ 

5.517A 5.5228 5.5188 5.517A 5.5228 5.517A 5.5228 6117 SPACE RESEARCH (palsllle) 
MOBILE except~ malJle M081.EexceptaaonilUlcalmallile M08I.E er.c:eptaaonilUlcal mallile SPACE RESEARCH {palsllle) 
Space resellldl {.pe!IM) SPACE RESEARCH (palsllle) Spaceflll9dl{paslslve) 

S.S.22.A 5.5220 5.522A 5.522A IIKWlllll~ US139 US2S4 US334 
18.8-:19.3 18.8.20.2 18.6,;19.3 
FIXED ,:r~<r-o- ftXED.SAlEUJlE(~) 
FIXEO-SATEU.ITE (~) 5.5188 5.517A S.5231\ NG165 NGS27A 
MOl3II.E 11Af~lmu 

19.3-19.7 19.3-19.7 Sllelle FIXED mm Colmllnlcallonl (25) 
FIXEO-SATEll.lTe ($f)ll(>9-fo.Eelll) ~ 5.517A S.5238 5..523C 5.5230 5.523E ftXED.SAlEUJlE~ lV&oadcastAudaly 
M08lle NG166 (74f) 

Cllble1VRl!llly(78) 
U5334 NGS27A Flud llclowalle C10tl 

t9.7-20J 19.7-20.1 19.7..20.1 19.7..20.2 
flXED-SATEWTE (~) ~~~) FIXED-SATEWTE (lf)IIC',N)&ltt) ftXED.SATEW1E (spacMM:d} Sllelle 

5.484A 5.4848 5.5168 5.527A 5.484A 5.4848 5.51685.527A NG527A Com1111icallons (25) 
Mob11Hate111e(~) MOBI.E-SA1BJJTE~ Mobile .... (space,11)-f.d) MOBI.E-SATEW1E (lplcM)&tl) 

5.524 5.525 5.526 5.527 5.528 
5.524 5.529 5.524 
20.1~20.2 
FIXEO-SATEWTE (~} 5.484A 5.4848 5.SfflB 5.527A 
MOM.E-SATEWTE(~) 5.525 5.526 5..527 5.528 5.;529 
5.524 S.525 U26 5.527 5.52B US139 U5334 
20.2.21-2 20.2-21.2 2.0.2-21.2 
FIXEO-SATEU.ITE (spa.fo.Eelll) FIXED-SAmutE StandadftlJilllllCYandlllle 
MOBII.E-SATEWTE(~ ~ --·-~ Slllldardfrequencyl'llldtime ....... {spD,io,Eldl} MOBU-8ATEW1E 

~ 
Standard==•-·••t~ 

5.524 0117 
2U,2t4 21.2-2t.4 
EARTH EXPLORATION.sATB.UTE (l)a&IIW) EARTH EXPLORATION-SATEW1E {palsllle) Flud llclowalle (101) 
FIXED mm 
MOBII.E M08I.E 
SPACE RESEARCH (pas:slw) SPACE RESEARCH (paslliVe) 

iltR!in 

21.4:22 21.4-22 21.4:22 21.4-22 
FIXED FIXED 5.S30E FIXED flXED 
MOBII.E M08I.E MOBI.E M08I.E 
BROADCASllOO,.SATEll.lTE 5.211118 IIROADCAS11NG;S16.UTE 5..20III! 
5.530A S.531l6 5.530A 5.530A S.5308 5.531 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

22-2221 
fOO:D 
MOBll.eexcept~moblle 

2221.22.S 
EARTHEXPLORATION-SATEUJTE (~} 
fOO:D 
MOBlt.E extept~moblle 
RADIOASlRONOMY 
SPACE RESEARCH (pessive) 

5.149 5.532 
225-22.55 
FIXED 
MOBI.E 

22.55-23.15 
AXED 
INJER.SATB.1.llE 5.338A 
MOBILE 
SPACERESEARCH~) 

5.149 
23.15-23.55 
AXED 
lffER..SATB.1.llE S.338.\ 
MOBl.E 
23.55-23.6 
AXED 
MOBILE 
23.6-24 
EARTH EXPUlRATION-SAi'EWTE (pal.SM!) 
RADIOASTRCIN()MY 
SPACE RESEARCH {passive) 

5.340 
24-24.0S 
AMATEUR 
AMAlfUR.SAlEWTE 
5.150 
24.05-24.25 
RADD.OCATION 
Amaleur 
E8lll ~ taltelllte {aclive) 

5.150 
24.25-24.45 
AXED 
MOBILE except~ 

mobile 5.338A S.532AB 

ITE US145 

lfOBI.E 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

Tabled 

Region1Table 
24.45-24.65 
AXED 
lffER.SATal.lTE 
MOBl!.Eemept~ 

mobile 5.338A 5.532AB 

24.65-24.75 
AXED 
flXEO.SAtaUTE 
~)5.5328 

INTfR.SATal.lTE 
MOBILE~.~ 

24.75-25..25 
flXEO 
flXEO.SATB.LITE 
~)5.5328 

MOBl!.E~~ 
mobile 5.338A S.S32AB 

25.25-25.S 
f!XE05.534A 
INTfR.SATaLriE S.538 
M08ll.E 5.338.\ S.STA 
Standald~--~~{fatlh.to.~} 

25.S.21 
EARTH EXPlORATION-SATEUJTE (sp1100-to.fl!l1!!) 
flXEO 5.534A 
INTfR.SATal.lTE 5.536 
M08ll.E 5.338.\ S.532AB 
SPACERESEARCH(~l!l1!!) 
Standald~•• ~~(El!l1il~e} 

21-215 
flXEO 
Wl1"JMIATEWiE 5.536 
MOBILES.338A5.532AB 

21.5-28.5 
RXED5.537A 
flXED.fiATEWTE (E~!!OO} S.~A 
MOBILE 

5.538 5.540 

FCC 

2,US.24.75 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

28.5-29.1 
AXED 
AXED-SA.11:WTE (Ellfll.to.space) 5.484A 5.5168 5.517A 5.523A 5.539 
MOBILE 
Eadhqilo,~(E~ 5.541 

29.1-29.S 
RXED 
AXEO-SATl:Wm. (Ellrtl-to-space) 5.5168 5.517A 5.523C 5.S23E 5.535A 5.539 5.541A 
MOSII.E 
Eadh~(E~ 5.541 

s.~ 
29.5-29.9 29.5-29.9 
AXED-SA.11:WTE ~ fl>CEO.SATEUJ1E (Eatl.tlMlpace) 

5.484A S.4848 S.5168 5.527A - 5.484A 5.4848 5.5168 5.527A 
5.539 5.539 

Earth~~ MOBI.E-SATEUJ1E {l:alh-llMpace) 
(Ellfll.~) 5.541 Ell1h exp1ora1ioHa111 
~~) ~ 5.541 
5 .. $40 S,$42 S~ ~-~-.5..529_~ 
29.9-30 
FIXED-sA'fEWTE (E~ 5.-184,\ 5.4848 5'5168 5.521A 5.539 
MOBILE.sATELLITE (Earti,b,ll()BCe} 
Earth.,.~(~ 5.541 5.543. 

30-31 
AXEO-SATEWl'E (Ed-to-space) 5.338A 
MOEIILE.sATELLITE~) 
Standnhquencyadillfil!1iignal1lll■1 (~) 

S.542 
31-3U 
FIXED S.33SA S.5438 
MOBILE 
Standntequencyandtime~~) 
Space research 5.544 S.545 
5.149 
31.3-3U 
EARTH Em.ORATION-SATEU.llE (palltive) 
RAOOASTROHOMY 
SPACE RESEARCH (passive) 

31.5-31.11 
EARTH Em.ORATION,. 

SATEll.lTE (paNlve) 
RADIOASTRONOMY 
SPACE RESEARCH (paNlve) 
Fixed 
Mobileexcept~mobile 

31.5-31.8 
EAR1H EXPI.ORATION

SATEl.l.RE {llaSsll¥e) 
RADIOAS'lRONOMY 
SPACE RE8fARCff (rlallill¥t) 

5.340 

29.5-29.9 
fDCEO.SATEUJ1E ~) 

5.484A 5.4848 5.'5168 5.527A • 
5'539 

Elrl!explaralontlll■! 
~S.541 

Mobis sate■! ~ 

5..540~ 

31.5-31.8 
EAR1H EXPLORATION-

SATEl.l.RE fpalsive) 
RADIOAS'lRONOMY 
SPACE RESEARCH (paalive) 
Alred 
Mobileucept IIINIIIUCll rrdile 

=.25 ISlllelle fll<ED.SATEUJ1E n:-... -- 0almllnicllions NG166 __ , (25) 

MOBlE ............... -············· filredMicrawave(101) 
29.25-29.S 
fl'XED.&\TEUJ1E (EallMIMplce)ISllllellia 

NGS27A NG53SA Comn'Ullcllians (25) 
~ 
29.5-30 
fDCEO.SA1alJJE~) 

NGS27A 
MOBI.E-SA'TEWlE 
~ 

fDCEO.SATEUJ1E(EarlHMlpace) Slnllrd andlme 31):.31 131).31 

MOBlf.sAlBJ.ITE~) .. ~, 
Slnllrd==andlme signal I (space-tD,&th) 
G117 

·~==--tigftals ~ 

31-31.3 
FIXEDNl360 
MOBI.E 
Standlld==andlme 
Signals{~) 

US211 US342 US211_ 08342 
31.3-31,;8 
EAR1H EXPI.ORATION-SATEWTE (rlallill¥t) 
RADIOAS'lRONOMY US74 
SPACE RE8fARCff (palslve) 

Alred Mir:lowM (101) 
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Tallle of Freauencv AllocdJM 42-S6.9GHztEHF} Paae59 
Nemalona!Table lNldSfliesTIIJle .FCC Ride Pal(I) 

Rl!ll!lon 1 Table I .Rlnian 2 Tlble fRailan3Table federalTlllle Non.fedenllTable 
4142.5GHz: MeJnWIUSl)agt 41-42.SGHz: teepnMOl!Sjllge 42-42.S 

f1XEl) 

.MOBI.E 
US211 

42.5-43.S 42.5-4lS .42.5-C3.S 
FIXED FIXED RADIOASlRONOMY 
FIXEO-SATEU.ITE ~) 5.552 flXED.SA1EW1£(EarMMpace) 
MOBILE except~ mobile 5.5508 MOBI.Eercept.anaul:llmaflill 
RADIO ASTRONOMY RADIOASlRONOMY 
5.149 S.541 US342 US342 
43.5-47 43.5-45.S 43.5-45.5 
MOBILE S.553 S:SSSA flXED.SA1EW1£(EarMMpace) 
MOBILE-sATEI.UTE M08J..E.SATB.LITE(£a1h4o,lpar.e} 
RADiONAVIGATION G117 
RADiONAVIGATION-SATEU.ITE 45.5-46.9 

MOBI.E 
M08J..E.SATB.LITE (£a1h4o,lpar.e) 
RADIONAVIGAllOH-SAlEWJE 
S.554 
46.8-47 ,16,.9,47 
MOBI.E f1XEl) 

M081£SATB.UTE(EaM>,fpa) M0BI.E 
.RADIONAVIGA110N-SATBUTE M08J..E.SATB.UTE (EaM>,fpa} 

RADIONAVIGATION-SATBJJTE 
5.554 5.554 5.554 
41412 47-48.2 47-472 
AMATEUR AMA~ AmallJiW Radio (97) 
AMATEUR-sATEU.ITE AMATEllt8ATB.LITE 
47.2-47;5 47.24..2 
FIXED f1XEl) SalelNe 
FIXED-sATEU.ltE. (Earih-ilMpace) 5.5SOC 5.552 flXED.SATBUTE{EIIMMlpace} Oomnuliclllloll (25} 
MOl3II.E 55538 US297 UpperlilcrowM 

5.552A M0BI.E flexiblie Use {30) 

47.541.9 47.5-47.9 
FlXEO f1XEl) 

FIXEO-SAtEI.UTE (E~ flXED.SAlBJJJE(EIIMMpa) S.5SJC S.552 
5.5500 5.552 {~) MOBI.E 5.5538 
5 .. 5168 5,554A 

Ul'lRJI I= C: fi.C:'U:I 

47.948 .. 2 
FIXED 
FIXED-sATEU.m: (E~ 5.SSOC 5.552 
M08ILE 5.5538 
5.552A NG65 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

482.48.54 
RXEO 
FIXED-SATB.UTE~) 

S.SSOC S.552 ~) 
,::: s.s54,n.sssa I MOallE 

48.54-4!M4 
RXEO 
RXEO-SATB.UTE ~~) 

5.5500 5552 
MOBILE 
5.149 S.340 S.555 
49.44.502 
RXEO 
RXfD.SATEU..'TE ~$pl!Oe) 

5.338A s.ssoc 5552 {~to. 
En) S.5168 S.554A 5.5558 

502-50.4 
1.t9 5340 5555 

EARTH EXPLORATJON.SATEU.ITE ~sille) 
SPACE RESEARCH {l!alssive) 
S.340 
50.4-51.4 
RXfO 
RXED-SATB.UTE ~aoe) 
MOBILE 
Mollie smel1a ~) 

51.4-52.4 
RXEO 
ftXED..SATB.UTE ~~) 
MOBII.E 

52.4-52.6 
RXEO 5.338A 
MOBil.E 
5.5475556 
52.6-5425 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SATEI.LITE {psssille) 
SPACE RESEARCH~) 

54.25-SS.78 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SAffl.LITE ~) 
ffl'eR.SATB.UTE 5.556A 
SPACE RESEARCH {l!alssive) 
5.5568 
55.78-SU 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SA TI:lllTE ~sille) 
RXEO 5.557A 
INJER.SATB.UTE 5.556A 
MOBILE 5.558 
SPACE RESEARCH {pasaive} 

EARTH EXPlOWfflON.sA 
SPACE RESEARCH (pa~) 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

f!Xf:D-61\IEI.UU: (space41:l:ll!h} 
MOBILE 
M01311E-SA TEll!TE (spate-~J 

SPACE RESEARCH~) 

INTER-SATEUJTE 

1553-158.5 
flXED 
MOBLE 
RADIOASlRONOMY 

US342 
1513.5-164 
flXED 
flXED.SATaUTE (~ 
MOBLE 
MOel.E-SAT&ITE(~) 

US211 
164-161 
EARTH EXPLORATION-SAlEWTE (passive) 
RADIO ASTRONOMY US74 
SPACE RESEARCH (passive) 

US246 
167-174.S 
flXED 
RXED-SA1EWTE~} 
fflER-SATaUTE 
MOBLE 5.558 

US211 US342 
174.5-174.8 
AXED 
IHTER-SA1EWTE 
MOBLE 5.558 
174.8-182 
EARTH EXPI.ORATION-SAT&ITE {passive) 
IHTER-SA1EWTE S.S62H 
SPACE RESEARCH'·--·• 
182-185 
EARTH EXPI.ORATIOH-SATEWTE~) 
RADIO ASTRONOMY 
SPACE RESEARCH (l)ame) 

US246 
185-190 
EARTH EXPI.ORATION-SATaUTE tpame) 
fflER-SATBJ.ITE 5.562H 
SPACE RESEARCH {l)aSsivej_ 
100-191.3 
EARTH EXPI.ORATION-SATBJ.ITE tpame) 
SPACE RESEARCH {pmlve) 

66 
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lotter on DSK11XQN23PROD with RULES2

238-240 238-240 
flXB) FIXED 
fl)CEl).SATEWJE (spac:e,fD&lh) FIXED-SATELLITE {$f>l1Ce-to-&rlh) 
MOBILE MOBILE 
RADIOLOCATION RAOIOLOCATION 
RADIONAVIGATION RAOIONAVIGATION 
RADIONAVIGAtJON.SATBJJlE RAOIONAVIGATION-SATELLITE 
240-241 240-2-U 
fl>CEO FIXED 
MOBILE M08ILE 
RADIOLOCATION RADlOLOCATION 
241-248 241-243 241-248 
RADIOASTRONOMY RAOIO ASTRONOMY RADIO ASTRONOMY ISM Equipment (18) 
RADIOI.OCATION RAOIOLOOATION RAOIOLOCATION Amlleul' Rlllo (97) 
Amllleur Amlleul' 
Amateur-salellle Amaleut~ 
!HUA;;UQ SJ AA I l1l:\4, !.1'.VI IIR\4, 

-250 248-250 248-250 
AMATE\R Radio aslronoo!y AMATEUR Amaleul'Radio(97) 
AMATEUR-SAlB.UTE AMATEUR-SATELLITE 
Raclo~ Rldioastmnomy 

5.149 US342 US342 
250-252 250-252 
fAR1lt EXPLORATION-SA1B1.ITE (passille) eARTH EXPLORATION-SATELLITE (pa$lliW) 
RADIOASTRONOUY RADIOASTRONOMY US74 
SPACE RESEARCH(paashle) SPACE RESEii.ROH (patsive) 

... 'WI .. . «;ail& !i c;A'\4 t IA?iilA 

252,.265 252s26S 
FIXED FIXED 
M08ILE MOBILE 
MOBII.E-SATB.UTE~) MOBILE-SATELLITE (Ed~) 
RADIOASTRONOMY RADIO ASTRONOMY 
RADIONAVIGATION RAOIONAVIGATION 
RADIONAVIGAtJON.SATBJJlE RAOIONAVIGATION-SATEWTE 

5.149 5.554 5,.554 US211 US342 
5275 265-275 
FIXED FIXED 
FIXEO-SATEW1E~) FIXED-SATELLITE (E~} 
MOBII.E MOBILE 
RADIOASTRONOUY RADIO ASTRONOMY 
5.149 5.563A 5.563A. US342 
27S-3000{Nctflllocaed) 275,:3000 (NotlllOcated) 

Amlleul' Radio (97) 
!;!;Al&:A;;QI; ILq;AAi; PMA88 
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between these countries this service 
shall have an equal right to operate. 
* * * * * 

(ii) 5.67B The use of the frequency 
band 135.7–137.8 kHz in Algeria, Egypt, 
Iraq, Lebanon, Syrian Arab Republic, 
Sudan, South Sudan and Tunisia is 
limited to the fixed and maritime 
mobile services. The amateur service 
shall not be used in the previously- 
mentioned countries in the frequency 
band 135.7–137.8 kHz, and this should 
be taken into account by the countries 
authorizing such use. 
* * * * * 

(70) 5.70 Alternative allocation: in 
Angola, Botswana, Burundi, the Central 
African Rep., Congo (Rep. of the), 
Eswatini, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, 
Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, 
Namibia, Nigeria, Oman, the Dem. Rep. 
of the Congo, South Africa, Tanzania, 
Chad, Zambia and Zimbabwe, the 
frequency band 200–283.5 kHz is 
allocated to the aeronautical 
radionavigation service on a primary 
basis. 
* * * * * 

(77) 5.77 Different category of service: 
in Australia, China, the French overseas 
communities of Region 3, Korea (Rep. 
of), India, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 
Japan, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, the 
Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea and Sri 
Lanka, the allocation of the frequency 
band 415–495 kHz to the aeronautical 
radionavigation service is on a primary 
basis. In Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
the Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, 
Latvia, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, the 
allocation of the frequency band 435– 
495 kHz to the aeronautical 
radionavigation service is on a primary 
basis. Administrations in all the 
aforementioned countries shall take all 
practical steps necessary to ensure that 
aeronautical radionavigation stations in 
the frequency band 435–495 kHz do not 
cause interference to reception by coast 
stations of transmissions from ship 
stations on frequencies designated for 
ship stations on a worldwide basis. 
* * * * * 

(79) 5.79 In the maritime mobile 
service, the frequency bands 415–495 
kHz and 505–526.5 kHz are limited to 
radiotelegraphy and may also be used 
for the NAVDAT system in accordance 
with the most recent version of 
Recommendation ITU–R M.2010, 
subject to agreement between interested 
and affected administrations. NAVDAT 
transmitting stations are limited to coast 
stations. 
* * * * * 

(82) * * * 
(i) 5.82C The frequency band 495–505 

kHz is used for the international 

NAVDAT system as described in the 
most recent version of Recommendation 
ITU–R M.2010. NAVDAT transmitting 
stations are limited to coast stations. 

(ii) [Reserved] 
* * * * * 

(87) 5.87 Additional allocation: in 
Angola, Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, 
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia and 
Niger, the frequency band 526.5–535 
kHz is also allocated to the mobile 
service on a secondary basis. 
* * * * * 

(107) 5.107 Additional allocation: in 
Saudi Arabia, Eritrea, Eswatini, 
Ethiopia, Iraq, Libya and Somalia, the 
frequency band 2160–2170 kHz is also 
allocated to the fixed and mobile, except 
aeronautical mobile (R), services on a 
primary basis. The mean power of 
stations in these services shall not 
exceed 50 W. 
* * * * * 

(109) 5.109 The frequencies 2187.5 
kHz, 4207.5 kHz, 6312 kHz, 8414.5 kHz, 
12 577 kHz and 16 804.5 kHz are 
international distress frequencies for 
digital selective calling. The conditions 
for the use of these frequencies are 
prescribed in Article 31. 

(110) 5.110 The frequencies 2174.5 
kHz, 4177.5 kHz, 6268 kHz, 8376.5 kHz, 
12 520 kHz and 16 695 kHz are 
international distress frequencies for 
narrow-band direct-printing telegraphy. 
The conditions for the use of these 
frequencies are prescribed in Article 31. 

(111) 5.111 The carrier frequencies 
2182 kHz, 3023 kHz, 5680 kHz, 8364 
kHz and the frequencies 121.5 MHz, 
156.525 MHz, 156.8 MHz and 243 MHz 
may also be used, in accordance with 
the procedures in force for terrestrial 
radiocommunication services, for search 
and rescue operations concerning 
manned space vehicles. The conditions 
for the use of the frequencies are 
prescribed in Article 31. The same 
applies to the frequencies 10 003 kHz, 
14 993 kHz and 19 993 kHz, but in each 
of these cases emissions must be 
confined in a band of ± 3 kHz about the 
frequency. 

(112) 5.112 Alternative allocation: in 
Sri Lanka, the frequency band 2194– 
2300 kHz is allocated to the fixed and 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
services on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(114) 5.114 Alternative allocation: in 
Iraq, the frequency band 2502–2625 kHz 
is allocated to the fixed and mobile, 
except aeronautical mobile, services on 
a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(117) 5.117 Alternative allocation: in 
Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Liberia, Sri Lanka 
and Togo, the frequency band 3155– 

3200 kHz is allocated to the fixed and 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
services on a primary basis. 

(118) 5.118 Additional allocation: in 
the United States, Mexico and Peru, the 
frequency band 3230–3400 kHz is also 
allocated to the radiolocation service on 
a secondary basis. 
* * * * * 

(123) 5.123 Additional allocation: in 
Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the frequency 
band 3900–3950 kHz is also allocated to 
the broadcasting service on a primary 
basis, subject to agreement obtained 
under No. 9.21. 
* * * * * 

(128) 5.128 Frequencies in the 
frequency bands 4063–4123 kHz and 
4130–4438 kHz may be used 
exceptionally by stations in the fixed 
service, communicating only within the 
boundary of the country in which they 
are located, with a mean power not 
exceeding 50 W, on condition that 
harmful interference is not caused to the 
maritime mobile service. In addition, in 
Afghanistan, Argentina, Armenia, 
Belarus, Botswana, Burkina Faso, the 
Central African Rep., China, the Russian 
Federation, Georgia, India, Kazakhstan, 
Mali, Niger, Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Chad, Turkmenistan and 
Ukraine, in the frequency bands 4063– 
4123 kHz, 4130–4133 kHz and 4408– 
4438 kHz, stations in the fixed service, 
with a mean power not exceeding 1 kW, 
can be operated on condition that they 
are situated at least 600 km from the 
coast and that harmful interference is 
not caused to the maritime mobile 
service. 
* * * * * 

(132) 5.132 The frequencies 4210 kHz, 
6314 kHz, 8416.5 kHz, 12579 kHz, 16 
806.5 kHz, 19 680.5 kHz, 22 376 kHz 
and 26 100.5 kHz are the international 
frequencies for the transmission of 
maritime safety information (MSI) (see 
Appendix 17). 
* * * * * 

(ii) 5.132B Alternative allocation: in 
Armenia, Belarus, Moldova and 
Kyrgyzstan, the frequency band 4438– 
4488 kHz is allocated to the fixed and 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile (R), 
services on a primary basis. 

(133) * * * 
(i) 5.133A Alternative allocation: in 

Armenia, Belarus, Moldova and 
Kyrgyzstan, the frequency bands 5250– 
5275 kHz and 26 200–26 350 kHz are 
allocated to the fixed and mobile, except 
aeronautical mobile, services on a 
primary basis. 

(ii) 5.133B Stations in the amateur 
service using the frequency band 
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5351.5–5366.5 kHz shall not exceed a 
maximum radiated power of 15 W 
(e.i.r.p.). However, in Region 2 in 
Mexico, stations in the amateur service 
using the frequency band 5351.5–5366.5 
kHz shall not exceed a maximum 
radiated power of 20 W (e.i.r.p.). In the 
following Region 2 countries: Antigua 
and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican 
Republic, Dominica, El Salvador, 
Ecuador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, 
Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, 
Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Saint Lucia, 
Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Vincent and 
the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and 
Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela, as well as 
the overseas countries and territories 
within the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
in Region 2, stations in the amateur 
service using the frequency band 
5351.5–5366.5 kHz shall not exceed a 
maximum radiated power of 25 W 
(e.i.r.p.). 

(134) 5.134 The use of the frequency 
bands 5900–5950 kHz, 7300–7350 kHz, 
9400–9500 kHz, 11 600–11 650 kHz, 12 
050–12 100 kHz, 13 570–13 600 kHz, 13 
800–13 870 kHz, 15 600–15 800 kHz, 17 
480–17 550 kHz and 18 900–19 020 kHz 
by the broadcasting service is subject to 
the application of the procedure of 
Article 12. Administrations are 
encouraged to use these frequency 
bands to facilitate the introduction of 
digitally modulated emissions in 

accordance with the provisions of 
Resolution 517 (Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(141) * * * 
(ii) 5.141B Additional allocation: in 

Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Australia, 
Bahrain, Botswana, Brunei Darussalam, 
China, Comoros, Korea (Rep. of), Diego 
Garcia, Djibouti, Egypt, United Arab 
Emirates, Eritrea, Guinea, Indonesia, 
Iran (Islamic Republic of), Japan, Jordan, 
Kuwait, Libya, Mali, Morocco, 
Mauritania, Niger, New Zealand, Oman, 
Papua New Guinea, Qatar, the Syrian 
Arab Republic, the Dem. People’s Rep. 
of Korea, Singapore, Sudan, South 
Sudan, Tunisia, Viet Nam and Yemen, 
the frequency band 7100–7200 kHz is 
also allocated to the fixed and the 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile (R), 
services on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(145) 5.145 The conditions for the use 
of the carrier frequencies 8291 kHz, 12 
290 kHz and 16 420 kHz are prescribed 
in Articles 31 and 52. 
* * * * * 

(ii) 5.145B Alternative allocation: in 
Armenia, Belarus, Moldova and 
Kyrgyzstan, the frequency bands 9305– 
9355 kHz and 16 100–16 200 kHz are 
allocated to the fixed service on a 
primary basis. 

(146) 5.146 Additional allocation: 
frequencies in the bands 9400–9500 
kHz, 11 600–11 650 kHz, 12 050–12 100 
kHz, 15 600–15 800 kHz, 17 480–17 550 

kHz and 18 900–19 020 kHz may be 
used by stations in the fixed service, 
communicating only within the 
boundary of the country in which they 
are located, on condition that harmful 
interference is not caused to the 
broadcasting service. When using 
frequencies in the fixed service, 
administrations are urged to use the 
minimum power required and to take 
account of the seasonal use of 
frequencies by the broadcasting service 
published in accordance with the Radio 
Regulations. 

(147) 5.147 On condition that harmful 
interference is not caused to the 
broadcasting service, frequencies in the 
bands 9775–9900 kHz, 11 650–11 700 
kHz and 11 975–12 050 kHz may be 
used by stations in the fixed service 
communicating only within the 
boundary of the country in which they 
are located, each station using a total 
radiated power not exceeding 24 dBW. 
* * * * * 

(149) 5.149 In making assignments to 
stations of other services to which the 
bands listed in table 1 to paragraph 
(b)(149) of this section are allocated, 
administrations are urged to take all 
practicable steps to protect the radio 
astronomy service from harmful 
interference. Emissions from spaceborne 
or airborne stations can be particularly 
serious sources of interference to the 
radio astronomy service (see Nos. 4.5 
and 4.6 and Article 29). 

TABLE 1 TO PARAGRAPH (b)(149) INTRODUCTORY TEXT 

13 360–13 410 kHz .................................................................................. 23.07–23.12 GHz. 
25 550–25 670 kHz .................................................................................. 31.2–31.3 GHz. 
37.5–38.25 MHz ....................................................................................... 31.5–31.8 GHz in Regions 1 and 3. 
73–74.6 MHz in Regions 1 and 3 ............................................................ 36.43–36.5 GHz. 
150.05–153 MHz in Region 1 .................................................................. 42.5–43.5 GHz. 
322–328.6 MHz ........................................................................................ 48.94–49.04 GHz. 
406.1–410 MHz ........................................................................................ 76–86 GHz. 
608–614 MHz in Regions 1 and 3 ........................................................... 92–94 GHz. 
1330–1400 MHz ....................................................................................... 94.1–100 GHz. 
1610.6–1613.8 MHz ................................................................................. 102–109.5 GHz. 
1660–1670 MHz ....................................................................................... 111.8–114.25 GHz. 
1718.8–1722.2 MHz ................................................................................. 128.33–128.59 GHz. 
2655–2690 MHz ....................................................................................... 129.23–129.49 GHz. 
3260–3267 MHz ....................................................................................... 130–134 GHz. 
3332–3339 MHz ....................................................................................... 136–148.5 GHz. 
3345.8–3352.5 MHz ................................................................................. 151.5–158.5 GHz. 
4825–4835 MHz ....................................................................................... 168.59–168.93 GHz. 
4950–4990 MHz ....................................................................................... 171.11–171.45 GHz. 
4990–5000 MHz ....................................................................................... 172.31–172.65 GHz. 
6650–6675.2 MHz .................................................................................... 173.52–173.85 GHz. 
10.6–10.68 GHz ....................................................................................... 195.75–196.15 GHz. 
14.47–14.5 GHz ....................................................................................... 209–226 GHz. 
22.01–22.21 GHz ..................................................................................... 241–250 GHz. 
22.21–22.5 GHz ....................................................................................... 252–275 GHz. 
22.81–22.86 GHz.

(i) 5.149A Alternative allocation: in 
Armenia, Belarus, Moldova and 
Kyrgyzstan, the frequency band 13 450– 

13 550 kHz is allocated to the fixed 
service on a primary basis and to the 

mobile, except aeronautical mobile (R), 
service on a secondary basis. 

(ii) [Reserved] 
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(150) 5.150 The following bands: 13 
553–13 567 kHz (centre frequency 13 
560 kHz), 26 957–27 283 kHz (centre 
frequency 27 120 kHz), 40.66–40.70 
MHz (centre frequency 40.68 MHz), 
902–928 MHz in Region 2 (centre 
frequency 915 MHz), 2400–2500 MHz 
(centre frequency 2450 MHz), 5725– 
5875 MHz (centre frequency 5800 MHz), 
and 24–24.25 GHz (centre frequency 
24.125 GHz) are also designated for 
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) 
applications. Radiocommunication 
services operating within these bands 
must accept harmful interference which 
may be caused by these applications. 
ISM equipment operating in these bands 
is subject to the provisions of No. 15.13. 

(151) 5.151 Additional allocation: 
frequencies in the bands 13 570–13 600 
kHz and 13 800–13 870 kHz may be 
used by stations in the fixed service and 
in the mobile except aeronautical 
mobile (R) service, communicating only 
within the boundary of the country in 
which they are located, on the condition 
that harmful interference is not caused 
to the broadcasting service. When using 
frequencies in these services, 
administrations are urged to use the 
minimum power required and to take 
account of the seasonal use of 
frequencies by the broadcasting service 
published in accordance with the Radio 
Regulations. 

(152) 5.152 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, China, Côte 
d’Ivoire, the Russian Federation, 
Georgia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Ukraine, 
the band 14 250–14 350 kHz is also 
allocated to the fixed service on a 
primary basis. Stations of the fixed 
service shall not use a radiated power 
exceeding 24 dBW. 

(153) 5.153 In Region 3, the stations 
of those services to which the band 15 
995–16 005 kHz is allocated may 
transmit standard frequency and time 
signals. 

(154) 5.154 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, the Russian 
Federation, Georgia, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan 
and Ukraine, the band 18 068–18 168 
kHz is also allocated to the fixed service 
on a primary basis for use within their 
boundaries, with a peak envelope power 
not exceeding 1 kW. 

(155) 5.155 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the 
Russian Federation, Georgia, 
Kazakhstan, Moldova, Mongolia, 
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Slovakia, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Ikraine, 
the band 21 850–21 870 kHz is also 
allocated to the aeronautical mobile (R) 
service on a primary basis. 

(i) 5.155A In Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Belarus, the Russian Federation, 
Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, 
Mongolia, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Slovakia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 
Ukraine, the use of the band 21 850–21 
870 kHz by the fixed service is limited 
to provision of services related to 
aircraft flight safety. 

(ii) 5.155B The band 21 870–21 924 
kHz is used by the fixed service for 
provision of services related to aircraft 
flight safety. 

(156) 5.156 Additional allocation: in 
Nigeria, the band 22 720–23 200 kHz is 
also allocated to the meteorological aids 
service (radiosondes) on a primary 
basis. 

(i) 5.156A The use of the band 23 
200–23 350 kHz by the fixed service is 
limited to provision of services related 
to aircraft flight safety. 
* * * * * 

(157) 5.157 The use of the band 23 
350–24 000 kHz by the maritime mobile 
service is limited to inter-ship 
radiotelegraphy. 

(158) 5.158 Alternative allocation: in 
Armenia, Belarus, Moldova and 
Kyrgyzstan, the frequency band 24 450– 
24 600 kHz is allocated to the fixed and 
land mobile services on a primary basis. 

(159) 5.159 Alternative allocation: in 
Armenia, Belarus, Moldova and 
Kyrgyzstan, the frequency band 39–39.5 
MHz is allocated to the fixed and mobile 
services on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(161) * * * 
(i) 5.161A Additional allocation: in 

Korea (Rep. of), the United States and 
Mexico, the frequency bands 41.015– 
41.665 MHz and 43.35–44 MHz are also 
allocated to the radiolocation service on 
a primary basis. Stations in the 
radiolocation service shall not cause 
harmful interference to, or claim 
protection from, stations operating in 
the fixed or mobile services. 
Applications of the radiolocation 
service are limited to oceanographic 
radars operating in accordance with 
Resolution 612 (Rev.WRC–12). 

(ii) 5.161B Alternative allocation: in 
Albania, Germany, Armenia, Austria, 
Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Cyprus, Vatican, Croatia, 
Denmark, Spain, Estonia, Finland, 
France, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, 
Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, North 
Macedonia, Malta, Moldova, Monaco, 
Montenegro, Norway, Uzbekistan, 
Netherlands, Portugal, Kyrgyzstan, 
Slovakia, Czech Rep., Romania, United 
Kingdom, San Marino, Slovenia, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and 
Ukraine, the frequency band 42–42.5 

MHz is allocated to the fixed and mobile 
services on a primary basis. 

(162) * * * 
(i) 5.162A Additional allocation: in 

Germany, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, China, Vatican, Denmark, 
Spain, Estonia, the Russian Federation, 
Finland, France, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, 
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, North Macedonia, 
Monaco, Montenegro, Norway, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, the 
Czech Rep., the United Kingdom, 
Serbia, Slovenia, Sweden and 
Switzerland the frequency band 46–68 
MHz is also allocated to the 
radiolocation service on a secondary 
basis. This use is limited to the 
operation of wind profiler radars in 
accordance with Resolution 217 (WRC– 
97). 
* * * * * 

(163) 5.163 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Belarus, the Russian 
Federation, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Latvia, 
Moldova, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Ukraine, 
the frequency bands 47–48.5 MHz and 
56.5–58 MHz are also allocated to the 
fixed and land mobile services on a 
secondary basis. 

(164) 5.164 Additional allocation: in 
Albania, ’lgeria, Germany, Austria, 
Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Botswana, Bulgaria, Côte d’Ivoire, 
Croatia, Denmark, Spain, Estonia, 
Eswatini, Finland, France, Gabon, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, 
Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Liechtenstein, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Madagascar, 
Mali, Malta, Morocco, Mauritania, 
Monaco, Montenegro, Nigeria, Norway, 
the Netherlands, Poland, Syrian Arab 
Republic, Slovakia, Czech Rep., 
Romania, the United Kingdom, Serbia, 
Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, Chad, 
Togo, Tunisia and Turkey, the 
frequency band 47–68 MHz, in South 
Africa the frequency band 47–50 MHz, 
and in Latvia the frequency bands 48.5– 
56.5 MHz and 58–68 MHz, are also 
allocated to the land mobile service on 
a primary basis. However, stations of the 
land mobile service in the countries 
mentioned in connection with each 
frequency band referred to in this 
footnote shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, existing or planned broadcasting 
stations of countries other than those 
mentioned in connection with the 
frequency band. 

(165) 5.165 Additional allocation: in 
Angola, Cameroon, Congo (Rep. of the), 
Egypt, Madagascar, Mozambique, Niger, 
Somalia, Sudan, South Sudan, Tanzania 
and Chad, the frequency band 47–68 
MHz is also allocated to the fixed and 
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mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
services on a primary basis. 

(166)(i) 5.166A Different category of 
service: in Austria, Cyprus, the Vatican, 
Croatia, Denmark, Spain, Finland, 
Hungary, Latvia, the Netherlands, the 
Czech Republic, the United Kingdom, 
Slovakia and Slovenia, the frequency 
band 50.0–50.5 MHz is allocated to the 
amateur service on a primary basis. 
Stations in the amateur service in these 
countries shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, stations of the broadcasting, fixed 
and mobile services operating in 
accordance with the Radio Regulations 
in the frequency band 50.0–50.5 MHz in 
the countries not listed in this 
provision. For a station of these 
services, the protection criteria in 
paragraph (b)(169)(ii) of this section 
shall also apply. In Region 1, with the 
exception of those countries listed in 
paragraph (b)(169) of this section, wind 
profiler radars operating in the 
radiolocation service under paragraph 
(b)(162)(i) of this section are authorized 
to operate on the basis of equality with 
stations in the amateur service in the 
frequency band 50.0–50.5 MHz. 

(ii) 5.166B In Region 1, stations in the 
amateur service operating on a 
secondary basis shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, stations of the broadcasting 
service. The field strength generated by 
an amateur station in Region 1 in the 
frequency band 50–52 MHz shall not 
exceed a calculated value of +6 dB(mV/ 
m) at a height of 10 m above ground for 
more than 10% of time along the border 
of a country with operational analogue 
broadcasting stations in Region 1 and of 
neighbouring countries with 
broadcasting stations in Region 3 listed 
in paragraphs (b)(167) and (b)(168) of 
this section. 

(iii) 5.166C In Region 1, stations in the 
amateur service in the frequency band 
50–52 MHz, with the exception of those 
countries listed in paragraph (b)(169) of 
this section, shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, wind profiler radars operating in 
the radiolocation service under 
paragraph (b)(162)(i) of this section. 

(iv) 5.166D Different category of 
service: in Lebanon, the frequency band 
50–52 MHz is allocated to the amateur 
service on a primary basis. Stations in 
the amateur service in Lebanon shall not 
cause harmful interference to, or claim 
protection from, stations of the 
broadcasting, fixed and mobile services 
operating in accordance with the Radio 
Regulations in the frequency band 50– 
52 MHz in the countries not listed in 
this provision. 

(v) 5.166E In the Russian Federation, 
only the frequency band 50.080–50.280 
MHz is allocated to the amateur service 
on a secondary basis. The protection 
criteria for the other services in the 
countries not listed in this provision are 
specified in paragraphs (b)(166)(ii) and 
(b)(169)(ii) of this section. 
* * * * * 

(169) 5.169 Alternative allocation: in 
Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Namibia, Rwanda, South Africa, Zambia 
and Zimbabwe, the frequency band 50– 
54 MHz is allocated to the amateur 
service on a primary basis. In Senegal, 
the frequency band 50–51 MHz is 
allocated to the amateur service on a 
primary basis. 

(i) 5.169A Alternative allocation: in 
the following countries in Region 1: 
Angola, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Burkina 
Faso, Burundi, the United Arab 
Emirates, Gambia, Jordan, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Mauritius, Mozambique, Oman, 
Uganda, Qatar, South Sudan and 
Tanzania, the frequency band 50–54 
MHz is allocated to the amateur service 
on a primary basis. In Guinea-Bissau, 
the frequency band 50.0–50.5 MHz is 
allocated to the amateur service on a 
primary basis. In Djibouti, the frequency 
band 50–52 MHz is allocated to the 
amateur service on a primary basis. 
With the exception of those countries 
listed in this paragraph (b)(169), stations 
in the amateur service operating in 
Region 1 under this footnote, in all or 
part of the frequency band 50–54 MHz, 
shall not cause harmful interference to, 
or claim protection from, stations of 
other services operating in accordance 
with the Radio Regulations in Algeria, 
Egypt, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Iraq, 
Israel, Libya, Palestine, the Syrian Arab 
Republic, the Dem. People’s Republic of 
Korea, Sudan and Tunisia. The field 
strength generated by an amateur station 
in the frequency band 50–54 MHz shall 
not exceed a value of +6 dB(mV/m) at a 
height of 10 m above ground for more 
than 10% of time along the borders of 
listed countries requiring protection. 

Note 1 to § 2.106(b)(169)(i): Pursuant 
to Resolution 99 (Rev. Dubai, 2018) and 
taking into account the Israeli- 
Palestinian Interim Agreement of 28 
September 1995. 

(ii) 5.169B Except countries listed 
under this paragraph (b)(169), stations 
in the amateur service used in Region 1, 
in all or part of the 50–54 MHz 
frequency band, shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, stations of other services used in 
accordance with the Radio Regulations 
in Algeria, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Belarus, Egypt, Russian Federation, Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Libya, Uzbekistan, 
Palestine, the Syrian Arab Republic, 
Sudan, Tunisia and Ukraine. The field 
strength generated by an amateur station 
in the frequency band 50–54 MHz shall 
not exceed a value of +6 dB(mV/m) at a 
height of 10 m above ground for more 
than 10% of time along the borders of 
the countries listed in this provision. 

Note 2 to § 2.106(b)(169)(ii): Pursuant 
to Resolution 99 (Rev. Dubai, 2018) and 
taking into account the Israeli- 
Palestinian Interim Agreement of 28 
September 1995. 
* * * * * 

(171) 5.171 Additional allocation: in 
Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Mali, Namibia, Dem. Rep. of the Congo, 
Rwanda, South Africa, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe, the frequency band 54–68 
MHz is also allocated to the fixed and 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
services on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(194) 5.194 Additional allocation: in 
Kyrgyzstan, Somalia and Turkmenistan, 
the frequency band 104–108 MHz is also 
allocated to the mobile, except 
aeronautical mobile (R), service on a 
secondary basis. 
* * * * * 

(201) 5.201 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, 
Estonia, the Russian Federation, 
Georgia, Hungary, Iran (Islamic 
Republic of), Iraq (Republic of), Japan, 
Kazakhstan, Mali, Mongolia, 
Mozambique, Uzbekistan, Papua New 
Guinea, Poland, Kyrgyzstan, Romania, 
Senegal, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 
Ukraine, the frequency band 132–136 
MHz is also allocated to the aeronautical 
mobile (OR) service on a primary basis. 
In assigning frequencies to stations of 
the aeronautical mobile (OR) service, 
the administration shall take account of 
the frequencies assigned to stations in 
the aeronautical mobile (R) service. 

(202) 5.202 Additional allocation: in 
Saudi Arabia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Bahrain, Belarus, Bulgaria, the United 
Arab Emirates, the Russian Federation, 
Georgia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 
Jordan, Mali, Oman, Uzbekistan, 
Poland, the Syrian Arab Republic, 
Kyrgyzstan, Romania, Senegal, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Ukraine, 
the frequency band 136–137 MHz is also 
allocated to the aeronautical mobile 
(OR) service on a primary basis. In 
assigning frequencies to stations of the 
aeronautical mobile (OR) service, the 
administration shall take account of the 
frequencies assigned to stations in the 
aeronautical mobile (R) service. 

(203) 5.203C The use of the space 
operation service (space-to-Earth) with 
non-geostationary satellite short- 
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duration mission systems in the 
frequency band 137–138 MHz is subject 
to Resolution 660 (WRC–19). Resolution 
32 (WRC–19) applies. These systems 
shall not cause harmful interference to, 
or claim protection from, the existing 
services to which the frequency band is 
allocated on a primary basis. 

(204) 5.204 Different category of 
service: in Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brunei 
Darussalam, China, Cuba, the United 
Arab Emirates, India, Indonesia, Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Kuwait, 
Montenegro, Oman, Pakistan, the 
Philippines, Qatar, Singapore, Thailand 
and Yemen, the frequency band 137– 
138 MHz is allocated to the fixed and 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile (R), 
services on a primary basis (see No. 
5.33). 
* * * * * 

(208) * * * 
(i) 5.208A In making assignments to 

space stations in the mobile-satellite 
service in the frequency bands 137–138 
MHz, 387–390 MHz and 400.15–401 
MHz and in the maritime mobile- 
satellite service (space-to-Earth) in the 
frequency bands 157.1875–157.3375 
MHz and 161.7875–161.9375 MHz, 
administrations shall take all practicable 
steps to protect the radio astronomy 
service in the frequency bands 150.05– 
153 MHz, 322–328.6 MHz, 406.1–410 
MHz and 608–614 MHz from harmful 
interference from unwanted emissions 
as shown in the most recent version of 
Recommendation ITU–R RA.769. 

(ii) 5.208B In the frequency bands 
137–138 MHz, 157.1875–157.3375 MHz, 
161.7875–161.9375 MHz, 387–390 MHz, 
400.15–401 MHz, 1452–1492 MHz, 
1525–1610 MHz, 1613.8–1626.5 MHz, 
2655–2690 MHz, 21.4–22 GHz, 
Resolution 739 (Rev.WRC–19) applies. 

(209) * * * 
(i) 5.209A The use of the frequency 

band 137.175–137.825 MHz by non- 
geostationary-satellite systems in the 
space operation service identified as 
short-duration mission in accordance 
with Appendix 4 is not subject to No. 
9.11A. 

(ii) [Reserved] 
* * * * * 

(211) 5.211 Additional allocation: in 
Germany, Saudi Arabia, Austria, 
Bahrain, Belgium, Denmark, the United 
Arab Emirates, Spain, Finland, Greece, 
Guinea, Ireland, Israel, Kenya, Kuwait, 
Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, 
North Macedonia, Mali, Malta, 
Montenegro, Norway, the Netherlands, 
Qatar, Slovakia, the United Kingdom, 
Serbia, Slovenia, Somalia, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Tanzania, Tunisia and 
Turkey, the frequency band 138–144 

MHz is also allocated to the maritime 
mobile and land mobile services on a 
primary basis. 

(212) 5.212 Alternative allocation: in 
Angola, Botswana, Cameroon, the 
Central African Rep., Congo (Rep. of 
the), Eswatini, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, 
Guinea, Iraq, Jordan, Lesotho, Liberia, 
Libya, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Niger, Oman, Uganda, Syrian Arab 
Republic, the Dem. Rep. of the Congo, 
Rwanda, Sierra Leone, South Africa, 
Chad, Togo, Zambia and Zimbabwe, the 
frequency band 138–144 MHz is 
allocated to the fixed and mobile 
services on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(214) 5.214 Additional allocation: in 
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, North 
Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, 
Somalia, Sudan, South Sudan and 
Tanzania, the frequency band 138–144 
MHz is also allocated to the fixed 
service on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(218) * * * 
(i) 5.218A The frequency band 148– 

149.9 MHz in the space operation 
service (Earth-to-space) may be used by 
non-geostationary-satellite systems with 
short-duration missions. Non- 
geostationary-satellite systems in the 
space operation service used for a short- 
duration mission in accordance with 
Resolution 32 (WRC–19) of the Radio 
Regulations are not subject to agreement 
under No. 9.21. At the stage of 
coordination, the provisions of Nos. 
9.17 and 9.18 also apply. In the 
frequency band 148–149.9 MHz, non- 
geostationary-satellite systems with 
short-duration missions shall not cause 
unacceptable interference to, or claim 
protection from, existing primary 
services within this frequency band, or 
impose additional constraints on the 
space operation and mobile-satellite 
services. In addition, earth stations in 
non-geostationary-satellite systems in 
the space operation service with short- 
duration missions in the frequency band 
148–149.9 MHz shall ensure that the 
power flux-density does not exceed 
¥149 dB(W/(m2 · 4 kHz)) for more than 
1% of time at the border of the territory 
of the following countries: Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, China, Korea (Rep. 
of), Cuba, Russian Federation, India, 
Iran (Islamic Republic of), Japan, 
Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Uzbekistan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Thailand and Viet Nam. In 
case this power flux-density limit is 
exceeded, agreement under No. 9.21 is 
required to be obtained from countries 
mentioned in this footnote. 

(ii) [Reserved] 
(219) 5.219 The use of the frequency 

band 148–149.9 MHz by the mobile- 

satellite service is subject to 
coordination under No. 9.11A. The 
mobile-satellite service shall not 
constrain the development and use of 
the fixed, mobile and space operation 
services in the frequency band 148– 
149.9 MHz. The use of the frequency 
band 148–149.9 MHz by non- 
geostationary-satellite systems in the 
space operation service identified as 
short-duration mission is not subject to 
No. 9.11A. 
* * * * * 

(221) 5.221 Stations of the mobile- 
satellite service in the frequency band 
148–149.9 MHz shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, stations of the fixed or mobile 
services operating in accordance with 
the Table of Frequency Allocations in 
the following countries: Albania, 
Algeria, Germany, Saudi Arabia, 
Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, Benin, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Botswana, 
Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, Cameroon, 
China, Cyprus, Congo (Rep. of the), 
Korea (Rep. of), Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, 
Cuba, Denmark, Djibouti, Egypt, the 
United Arab Emirates, Eritrea, Spain, 
Estonia, Eswatini, Ethiopia, the Russian 
Federation, Finland, France, Gabon, 
Georgia, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Guinea 
Bissau, Hungary, India, Iran (Islamic 
Republic of), Ireland, Iceland, Israel, 
Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, 
Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lesotho, 
Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Liechtenstein, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, North 
Macedonia, Malaysia, Mali, Malta, 
Mauritania, Moldova, Mongolia, 
Montenegro, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Norway, New Zealand, Oman, Uganda, 
Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Panama, Papua 
New Guinea, Paraguay, the Netherlands, 
the Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, 
the Syrian Arab Republic, Kyrgyzstan, 
Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, Slovakia, 
Romania, the United Kingdom, Senegal, 
Serbia, Sierra Leone, Singapore, 
Slovenia, Sudan, Sri Lanka, South 
Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, 
Chad, Togo, Tonga, Trinidad and 
Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, Viet 
Nam, Yemen, Zambia and Zimbabwe. 
* * * * * 

(228) * * * 
(i) 5.228AB The use of the frequency 

bands 157.1875–157.3375 MHz and 
161.7875–161.9375 MHz by the 
maritime mobile-satellite service (Earth- 
to-space) is limited to non- 
geostationary-satellite systems operating 
in accordance with Appendix 18. 

(ii) 5.228AC The use of the frequency 
bands 157.1875–157.3375 MHz and 
161.7875–161.9375 MHz by the 
maritime mobile-satellite service (space- 
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to-Earth) is limited to non-geostationary- 
satellite systems operating in 
accordance with Appendix 18. Such use 
is subject to agreement obtained under 
No. 9.21 with respect to the terrestrial 
services in Azerbaijan, Belarus, China, 
Korea (Rep. of), Cuba, the Russian 
Federation, the Syrian Arab Republic, 
the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, South 
Africa and Viet Nam. 
* * * * * 

(242) 5.242 Additional allocation: in 
Canada and Mexico, the frequency band 
216–220 MHz is also allocated to the 
land mobile service on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(252) 5.252 Alternative allocation: in 
Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the frequency 
bands 230–238 MHz and 246–254 MHz 
are allocated to the broadcasting service 
on a primary basis, subject to agreement 
obtained under No. 9.21. 
* * * * * 

(260)(i) 5.260A In the frequency band 
399.9–400.05 MHz, the maximum 
e.i.r.p. of any emission of earth stations 
in the mobile-satellite service shall not 
exceed 5 dBW in any 4 kHz band and 
the maximum e.i.r.p. of each earth 
station in the mobile-satellite service 
shall not exceed 5 dBW in the whole 
399.9–400.05 MHz frequency band. 
Until 22 November 2022, this limit shall 
not apply to satellite systems for which 
complete notification information has 
been received by the 
Radiocommunication Bureau by 22 
November 2019 and that have been 
brought into use by that date. After 22 
November 2022, these limits shall apply 
to all systems within the mobile-satellite 
service operating in this frequency 
band. In the frequency band 399.99– 
400.02 MHz, the e.i.r.p. limits as 
specified in this paragraph (b)(260)(i) 
shall apply after 22 November 2022 to 
all systems within the mobile-satellite 
service. Administrations are requested 
that their mobile-satellite service 
satellite links in the 399.99–400.02 MHz 
frequency band comply with the e.i.r.p. 
limits as specified in this paragraph 
(b)(260)(i), after 22 November 2019. 

(ii) 5.260B In the frequency band 
400.02–400.05 MHz, the provisions of 
paragraph (b)(169)(i) of this section are 
not applicable for telecommand uplinks 
within the mobile-satellite service. 
* * * * * 

(264) * * * 
(i) 5.264A In the frequency band 401– 

403 MHz, the maximum e.i.r.p. of any 
emission of each earth station in the 
meteorological-satellite service and the 
Earth exploration-satellite service shall 
not exceed 22 dBW in any 4 kHz band 

for geostationary-satellite systems and 
non-geostationary-satellite systems with 
an orbit of apogee equal or greater than 
35 786 km. The maximum e.i.r.p. of any 
emission of each earth station in the 
meteorological-satellite service and the 
Earth exploration-satellite service shall 
not exceed 7 dBW in any 4 kHz band 
for non-geostationary-satellite systems 
with an orbit of apogee lower than 35 
786 km. The maximum e.i.r.p. of each 
earth station in the meteorological- 
satellite service and the Earth 
exploration-satellite service shall not 
exceed 22 dBW for geostationary- 
satellite systems and non-geostationary- 
satellite systems with an orbit of apogee 
equal or greater than 35 786 km in the 
whole 401–403 MHz frequency band. 
The maximum e.i.r.p. of each earth 
station in the meteorological-satellite 
service and the Earth exploration- 
satellite service shall not exceed 7 dBW 
for non-geostationary-satellite systems 
with an orbit of apogee lower than 35 
786 km in the whole 401–403 MHz 
frequency band. Until 22 November 
2029, these limits shall not apply to 
satellite systems for which complete 
notification information has been 
received by the Radiocommunication 
Bureau by 22 November 2019 and that 
have been brought into use by that date. 
After 22 November 2029, these limits 
shall apply to all systems within the 
meteorological-satellite service and the 
Earth exploration-satellite service 
operating in this frequency band. 

(ii) 5.264B Non-geostationary-satellite 
systems in the meteorological-satellite 
service and the Earth exploration- 
satellite service for which complete 
notification information has been 
received by the Radiocommunication 
Bureau before 28 April 2007 are exempt 
from provisions of paragraph (b)(264)(i) 
of this section and may continue to 
operate in the frequency band 401.898– 
402.522 MHz on a primary basis 
without exceeding a maximum e.i.r.p. 
level of 12 dBW. 

(265) 5.265 In the frequency band 
403–410 MHz, Resolution 205 
(Rev.WRC–19) applies. 
* * * * * 

(275) 5.275 Additional allocation: in 
Croatia, Estonia, Finland, Libya, North 
Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia, the 
frequency bands 430–432 MHz and 
438–440 MHz are also allocated to the 
fixed and mobile, except aeronautical 
mobile, services on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(277) 5.277 Additional allocation: in 
Angola, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
Cameroon, Congo (Rep. of the), Djibouti, 
the Russian Federation, Georgia, 
Hungary, Israel, Kazakhstan, Mali, 

Uzbekistan, Poland, the Dem. Rep. of 
the Congo, Kyrgyzstan, Slovakia, 
Romania, Rwanda, Tajikistan, Chad, 
Turkmenistan and Ukraine, the 
frequency band 430–440 MHz is also 
allocated to the fixed service on a 
primary basis. 

(278) 5.278 Different category of 
service: in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Cuba, Guyana, Honduras, 
Panama, Paraguay, Uruguay and 
Venezuela, the allocation of the 
frequency band 430–440 MHz to the 
amateur service is on a primary basis 
(see No. 5.33). 

(279) 5.279 Additional allocation: in 
Mexico, the frequency bands 430–435 
MHz and 438–440 MHz are also 
allocated on a primary basis to the 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
service, and on a secondary basis to the 
fixed service, subject to agreement 
obtained under No. 9.21. 

(i) 5.279A The use of the frequency 
band 432–438 MHz by sensors in the 
Earth exploration-satellite service 
(active) shall be in accordance with 
Recommendation ITU–R RS.1260–2. 
Additionally, the Earth exploration- 
satellite service (active) in the frequency 
band 432–438 MHz shall not cause 
harmful interference to the aeronautical 
radionavigation service in China. The 
provisions of this footnote in no way 
diminish the obligation of the Earth 
exploration-satellite service (active) to 
operate as a secondary service in 
accordance with Nos. 5.29 and 5.30. 
* * * * * 

(280) 5.280 In Germany, Austria, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Liechtenstein, North Macedonia, 
Montenegro, Portugal, Serbia, Slovenia 
and Switzerland, the frequency band 
433.05–434.79 MHz (centre frequency 
433.92 MHz) is designated for 
industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) 
applications. Radiocommunication 
services of these countries operating 
within this frequency band must accept 
harmful interference which may be 
caused by these applications. ISM 
equipment operating in this frequency 
band is subject to the provisions of No. 
15.13. 
* * * * * 

(286) * * * 
(ii) 5.286AA The frequency band 450– 

470 MHz is identified for use by 
administrations wishing to implement 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT)—see 
Resolution 224 (Rev.WRC–19). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
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allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. 
* * * * * 

(287) 5.287 Use of the frequency 
bands 457.5125–457.5875 MHz and 
467.5125–467.5875 MHz by the 
maritime mobile service is limited to 
on-board communication stations. The 
characteristics of the equipment and the 
channelling arrangement shall be in 
accordance with Recommendation ITU– 
R M.1174–4. The use of these frequency 
bands in territorial waters is subject to 
the national regulations of the 
administration concerned. 

(288) 5.288 In the territorial waters of 
the United States and the Philippines, 
the preferred frequencies for use by on- 
board communication stations shall be 
457.525 MHz, 457.550 MHz, 457.575 
MHz and 457.600 MHz paired, 
respectively, with 467.750 MHz, 
467.775 MHz, 467.800 MHz and 467.825 
MHz. The characteristics of the 
equipment used shall conform to those 
specified in Recommendation ITU–R 
M.1174–4. 
* * * * * 

(295) 5.295 In the Bahamas, Barbados, 
Canada, the United States and Mexico, 
the frequency band 470–608 MHz, or 
portions thereof, is identified for 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT)—see 
Resolution 224 (Rev.WRC–19). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of these frequency bands by any 
application of the services to which they 
are allocated and does not establish 
priority in the Radio Regulations. 
Mobile service stations of the IMT 
system within the frequency band are 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21 and shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, the broadcasting service of 
neighbouring countries. Nos. 5.43 and 
5.43A apply. 

(296) 5.296 Additional allocation: in 
Albania, Germany, Angola, Saudi 
Arabia, Austria, Bahrain, Belgium, 
Benin, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Botswana, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, 
Burundi, Cameroon, Vatican, Congo 
(Rep. of the), Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, 
Denmark, Djibouti, Egypt, United Arab 
Emirates, Spain, Estonia, Eswatini, 
Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Ghana, 
Hungary, Iraq, Ireland, Iceland, Israel, 
Italy, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lesotho, 
Latvia, Lebanon, Libya, Liechtenstein, 
Lithuania, Luxembourg, North 
Macedonia, Malawi, Mali, Malta, 
Morocco, Mauritius, Mauritania, 
Moldova, Monaco, Mozambique, 
Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, 
Uganda, the Netherlands, Poland, 
Portugal, Qatar, the Syrian Arab 

Republic, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, 
Romania, the United Kingdom, Rwanda, 
San Marino, Serbia, Sudan, South 
Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, 
Chad, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the frequency 
band 470–694 MHz is also allocated on 
a secondary basis to the land mobile 
service, intended for applications 
ancillary to broadcasting and 
programme-making. Stations of the land 
mobile service in the countries listed in 
this footnote shall not cause harmful 
interference to existing or planned 
stations operating in accordance with 
the Table in countries other than those 
listed in this footnote. 

(i) 5.296A In Micronesia, the Solomon 
Islands, Tuvalu and Vanuatu, the 
frequency band 470–698 MHz, or 
portions thereof, and in Bangladesh, 
Maldives and New Zealand, the 
frequency band 610–698 MHz, or 
portions thereof, are identified for use 
by these administrations wishing to 
implement International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT)—see 
Resolution 224 (Rev.WRC–19). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of these frequency bands by any 
application of the services to which they 
are allocated and does not establish 
priority in the Radio Regulations. The 
mobile allocation in this frequency band 
shall not be used for IMT systems unless 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21 and shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, the broadcasting service of 
neighbouring countries. Nos. 5.43 and 
5.43A apply. 
* * * * * 

(297) 5.297 Additional allocation: in 
Canada, Costa Rica, Cuba, El Salvador, 
the United States, Guatemala, Guyana 
and Jamaica, the frequency band 512– 
608 MHz is also allocated to the fixed 
and mobile services on a primary basis, 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21. In the Bahamas, Barbados and 
Mexico, the frequency band 512–608 
MHz is also allocated to the mobile 
service on a primary basis, subject to 
agreement obtained under No. 9.21. In 
Mexico, the frequency band 512–608 
MHz is also allocated on a secondary 
basis to the fixed service (see No. 5.32). 
* * * * * 

(308) 5.308 Additional allocation: in 
Belize, Colombia and Guatemala, the 
frequency band 614–698 MHz is also 
allocated to the mobile service on a 
primary basis. Stations of the mobile 
service within the frequency band are 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21. 

(i) 5.308A In the Bahamas, Barbados, 
Belize, Canada, Colombia, the United 

States, Guatemala and Mexico, the 
frequency band 614–698 MHz, or 
portions thereof, is identified for 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT)—see 
Resolution 224 (Rev.WRC–19). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of these frequency bands by any 
application of the services to which they 
are allocated and does not establish 
priority in the Radio Regulations. 
Mobile service stations of the IMT 
system within the frequency band are 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21 and shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, the broadcasting service of 
neighbouring countries. Nos. 5.43 and 
5.43A apply. 
* * * * * 

(312) 5.312 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the 
Russian Federation, Georgia, 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Ukraine, 
the frequency band 645–862 MHz, and 
in Bulgaria the frequency bands 646– 
686 MHz, 726–753 MHz, 778–811 MHz 
and 822–852 MHz, are also allocated to 
the aeronautical radionavigation service 
on a primary basis. 

(i) 5.312A In Region 1, the use of the 
frequency band 694–790 MHz by the 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
service is subject to the provisions of 
Resolution 760 (Rev.WRC–19). See also 
Resolution 224 (Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(313) 5.313A The frequency band, or 
portions of the frequency band 698–790 
MHz, in Australia, Bangladesh, Brunei 
Darussalam, Cambodia, China, Korea 
(Rep. of), Fiji, India, Indonesia, Japan, 
Kiribati, Lao P.D.R., Malaysia, Myanmar 
(Union of), New Zealand, Pakistan, 
Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, the 
Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, Solomon 
Islands, Samoa, Singapore, Thailand, 
Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Viet Nam, 
are identified for use by these 
administrations wishing to implement 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of these frequency bands by any 
application of the services to which they 
are allocated and does not establish 
priority in the Radio Regulations. 
* * * * * 

(316) 5.316B In Region 1, the 
allocation to the mobile, except 
aeronautical mobile, service in the 
frequency band 790–862 MHz is subject 
to agreement obtained under No. 9.21 
with respect to the aeronautical 
radionavigation service in countries 
mentioned in No. 5.312. For countries 
party to the GE06 Agreement, the use of 
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stations of the mobile service is also 
subject to the successful application of 
the procedures of that Agreement. 
Resolutions 224 (Rev.WRC–19) and 749 
(Rev.WRC–19) shall apply, as 
appropriate. 

(317) * * * 
(i) 5.317A The parts of the frequency 

band 698–960 MHz in Region 2 and the 
frequency bands 694–790 MHz in 
Region 1 and 790–960 MHz in Regions 
1 and 3 which are allocated to the 
mobile service on a primary basis are 
identified for use by administrations 
wishing to implement International 
Mobile Telecommunications (IMT)—see 
Resolutions 224 (Rev.WRC–19), 760 
(Rev.WRC–19) and 749 (Rev.WRC–19), 
where applicable. This identification 
does not preclude the use of these 
frequency bands by any application of 
the services to which they are allocated 
and does not establish priority in the 
Radio Regulations. 
* * * * * 

(323) 5.323 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, the 
Russian Federation, Kazakhstan, 
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan and Ukraine, the 
frequency band 862–960 MHz, in 
Bulgaria the frequency bands 862–880 
MHz and 915–925 MHz, and in 
Romania the frequency bands 862–880 
MHz and 915–925 MHz, are also 
allocated to the aeronautical 
radionavigation service on a primary 
basis. Such use is subject to agreement 
obtained under No. 9.21 with 
administrations concerned and limited 
to ground-based radiobeacons in 
operation on 27 October 1997 until the 
end of their lifetime. 
* * * * * 

(325) * * * 
(i) 5.325A Different category of 

service: in Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 
Ecuador, the French overseas 
departments and communities in Region 
2, Guatemala, Paraguay, Uruguay and 
Venezuela, the frequency band 902–928 
MHz is allocated to the land mobile 
service on a primary basis. In Mexico, 
the frequency band 902–928 MHz is 
allocated to the mobile, except 
aeronautical mobile, service on a 
primary basis. In Colombia, the 
frequency band 902–905 MHz is 
allocated to the land mobile service on 
a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(328) * * * 
(ii) 5.328AA The frequency band 

1087.7–1092.3 MHz is also allocated to 
the aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) 
service (Earth-to-space) on a primary 
basis, limited to the space station 

reception of Automatic Dependent 
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS–B) 
emissions from aircraft transmitters that 
operate in accordance with recognized 
international aeronautical standards. 
Stations operating in the aeronautical 
mobile-satellite (R) service shall not 
claim protection from stations operating 
in the aeronautical radionavigation 
service. Resolution 425 (Rev.WRC–19) 
shall apply. 

(iii) 5.328B The use of the bands 
1164–1300 MHz, 1559–1610 MHz and 
5010–5030 MHz by systems and 
networks in the radionavigation-satellite 
service for which complete coordination 
or notification information, as 
appropriate, is received by the 
Radiocommunication Bureau after 1 
January 2005 is subject to the 
application of the provisions of Nos. 
9.12, 9.12A and 9.13. Resolution 610 
(Rev.WRC–19) shall also apply; 
however, in the case of radionavigation- 
satellite service (space-to-space) 
networks and systems, Resolution 610 
(Rev.WRC–19) shall only apply to 
transmitting space stations. In 
accordance with No. 5.329A, for 
systems and networks in the 
radionavigation-satellite service (space- 
to-space) in the bands 1215–1300 MHz 
and 1559–1610 MHz, the provisions of 
Nos. 9.7, 9.12, 9.12A and 9.13 shall only 
apply with respect to other systems and 
networks in the radionavigation-satellite 
service (space-to-space). 

(329) 5.329 Use of the 
radionavigation-satellite service in the 
frequency band 1215–1300 MHz shall 
be subject to the condition that no 
harmful interference is caused to, and 
no protection is claimed from, the 
radionavigation service authorized 
under paragraph (b)(331) of this section. 
Furthermore, the use of the 
radionavigation-satellite service in the 
frequency band 1215–1300 MHz shall 
be subject to the condition that no 
harmful interference is caused to the 
radiolocation service. No. 5.43 shall not 
apply in respect of the radiolocation 
service. Resolution 608 (Rev.WRC–19) 
shall apply. 
* * * * * 

(331) 5.331 Additional allocation: in 
Algeria, Germany, Saudi Arabia, 
Australia, Austria, Bahrain, Belarus, 
Belgium, Benin, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Brazil, Burkina Faso, 
Burundi, Cameroon, China, Korea (Rep. 
of), Croatia, Denmark, Egypt, the United 
Arab Emirates, Estonia, the Russian 
Federation, Finland, France, Ghana, 
Greece, Guinea, Equatorial Guinea, 
Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic 
Republic of), Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Jordan, 
Kenya, Kuwait, Lesotho, Latvia, 

Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, North Macedonia, 
Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, 
Montenegro, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, 
Pakistan, the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, 
the Syrian Arab Republic, Dem. People’s 
Rep. of Korea, Slovakia, the United 
Kingdom, Serbia, Slovenia, Somalia, 
Sudan, South Sudan, Sri Lanka, South 
Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, 
Togo, Turkey, Venezuela and Viet Nam, 
the frequency band 1215–1300 MHz is 
also allocated to the radionavigation 
service on a primary basis. In Canada 
and the United States, the frequency 
band 1240–1300 MHz is also allocated 
to the radionavigation service, and use 
of the radionavigation service shall be 
limited to the aeronautical 
radionavigation service. 
* * * * * 

(338) * * * 
(i) 5.338A In the frequency bands 

1350–1400 MHz, 1427–1452 MHz, 
22.55–23.55 GHz, 24.25–27.5 GHz, 30– 
31.3 GHz, 49.7–50.2 GHz, 50.4–50.9 
GHz, 51.4–52.4 GHz, 52.4–52.6 GHz, 
81–86 GHz and 92–94 GHz, Resolution 
750 (Rev.WRC–19) applies. 
* * * * * 

(341) * * * 
(i) 5.341A In Region 1, the frequency 

bands 1427–1452 MHz and 1492–1518 
MHz are identified for use by 
administrations wishing to implement 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT) in 
accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19). This identification does 
not preclude the use of these frequency 
bands by any other application of the 
services to which it is allocated and 
does not establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. The use of IMT stations is 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21 with respect to the aeronautical 
mobile service used for aeronautical 
telemetry in accordance with paragraph 
(b)(342) of this section. 

(ii) 5.341B In Region 2, the frequency 
band 1427–1518 MHz is identified for 
use by administrations wishing to 
implement International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT) in 
accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19). This identification does 
not preclude the use of this frequency 
band by any application of the services 
to which they are allocated and does not 
establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. 

(iii) 5.341C The frequency bands 
1427–1452 MHz and 1492–1518 MHz 
are identified for use by administrations 
in Region 3 wishing to implement 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT) in 
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accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19). The use of these 
frequency bands by the referenced 
administrations for the implementation 
of IMT in the frequency bands 1429– 
1452 MHz and 1492–1518 MHz is 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21 from countries using stations of the 
aeronautical mobile service. This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of these frequency bands by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. 
* * * * * 

(345) 5.345 Use of the frequency band 
1452–1492 MHz by the broadcasting- 
satellite service, and by the broadcasting 
service, is limited to digital audio 
broadcasting and is subject to the 
provisions of Resolution 528 (Rev.WRC– 
19). 

(346) 5.346 In Algeria, Angola, Saudi 
Arabia, Bahrain, Benin, Botswana, 
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, 
Central African Republic, Congo (Rep. 
of the), Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Egypt, 
United Arab Emirates, Eswatini, Gabon, 
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Iraq, Jordan, 
Kenya, Kuwait, Lesotho, Lebanon, 
Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, 
Morocco, Mauritius, Mauritania, 
Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, 
Oman, Uganda, Palestine, Qatar, Dem. 
Rep. of the Congo, Rwanda, Senegal, 
Seychelles, Sudan, South Sudan, South 
Africa, Tanzania, Chad, Togo, Tunisia, 
Zambia, and Zimbabwe, the frequency 
band 1452–1492 MHz is identified for 
use by administrations listed in this 
paragraph (b)(346) wishing to 
implement International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT) in 
accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19). This identification does 
not preclude the use of this frequency 
band by any other application of the 
services to which it is allocated and 
does not establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. The use of this frequency 
band for the implementation of IMT is 
subject to agreement obtained under No. 
9.21 with respect to the aeronautical 
mobile service used for aeronautical 
telemetry in accordance with paragraph 
(b)(342) of this section. See also 
Resolution 761 (Rev.WRC–19). 

Note 3 to § 2.16(b)(346) introductory 
text: The use by Palestine of the 
allocation to the mobile service in the 
frequency band 1452–1492 MHz 
identified for IMT is noted, pursuant to 
Resolution 99 (Rev. Dubai, 2018) and 
taking into account the Israeli- 
Palestinian Interim Agreement of 28 
September 1995. 

(i) 5.346A The frequency band 1452– 
1492 MHz is identified for use by 

administrations in Region 3 wishing to 
implement International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT) in 
accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19) and Resolution 761 
(Rev.WRC–19). The use of this 
frequency band by the above 
administrations for the implementation 
of IMT is subject to agreement obtained 
under No. 9.21 from countries using 
stations of the aeronautical mobile 
service. This identification does not 
preclude the use of this frequency band 
by any application of the services to 
which it is allocated and does not 
establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. 

(ii) [Reserved] 
* * * * * 

(349) 5.349 Different category of 
service: in Saudi Arabia, Azerbaijan, 
Bahrain, Cameroon, Egypt, Iran (Islamic 
Republic of), Iraq, Israel, Kazakhstan, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, North Macedonia, 
Morocco, Qatar, Syrian Arab Republic, 
Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and Yemen, 
the allocation of the frequency band 
1525–1530 MHz to the mobile, except 
aeronautical mobile, service is on a 
primary basis (see No. 5.33). 

(350) 5.350 Additional allocation: in 
Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan, the 
frequency band 1525–1530 MHz is also 
allocated to the aeronautical mobile 
service on a primary basis. 

(351) * * * 
(i) 5.351A For the use of the bands 

1518–1544 MHz, 1545–1559 MHz, 
1610–1645.5 MHz, 1646.5–1660.5 MHz, 
1668–1675 MHz, 1980–2010 MHz, 
2170–2200 MHz, 2483.5–2520 MHz and 
2670–2690 MHz by the mobile-satellite 
service, see Resolutions 212 (Rev.WRC– 
19) and 225 (Rev.WRC–12). 
* * * * * 

(352) 5.352A In the frequency band 
1525–1530 MHz, stations in the mobile- 
satellite service, except stations in the 
maritime mobile-satellite service, shall 
not cause harmful interference to, or 
claim protection from, stations of the 
fixed service in Algeria, Saudi Arabia, 
Egypt, Guinea, India, Israel, Italy, 
Jordan, Kuwait, Mali, Morocco, 
Mauritania, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, 
the Philippines, Qatar, Syrian Arab 
Republic, Viet Nam and Yemen notified 
prior to 1 April 1998. 
* * * * * 

(359) 5.359 Additional allocation: in 
Germany, Saudi Arabia, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Cameroon, the 
Russian Federation, Georgia, Guinea, 
Guinea-Bissau, Jordan, Kazakhstan, 
Kuwait, Lithuania, Mauritania, Uganda, 
Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Poland, the Syrian 
Arab Republic, Kyrgyzstan, the Dem. 
People’s Rep. of Korea, Romania, 

Tajikistan, Tunisia, Turkmenistan and 
Ukraine, the frequency bands 1550– 
1559 MHz, 1610–1645.5 MHz and 
1646.5–1660 MHz are also allocated to 
the fixed service on a primary basis. 
Administrations are urged to make all 
practicable efforts to avoid the 
implementation of new fixed-service 
stations in these frequency bands. 
* * * * * 

(368) 5.368 The provisions of No. 4.10 
do not apply with respect to the 
radiodetermination-satellite and mobile- 
satellite services in the frequency band 
1610–1626.5 MHz. However, No. 4.10 
applies in the frequency band 1610– 
1626.5 MHz with respect to the 
aeronautical radionavigation-satellite 
service when operating in accordance 
with paragraph (b)(366) of this section, 
the aeronautical mobile satellite (R) 
service when operating in accordance 
with paragraph (b)(367) of this section, 
and in the frequency band 1621.35– 
1626.5 MHz with respect to the 
maritime mobile-satellite service when 
used for GMDSS. 
* * * * * 

(372) 5.372 Harmful interference shall 
not be caused to stations of the radio 
astronomy service using the frequency 
band 1610.6–1613.8 MHz by stations of 
the radiodetermination-satellite and 
mobile-satellite services (No. 29.13 
applies). The equivalent power flux- 
density (epfd) produced in the 
frequency band 1610.6–1613.8 MHz by 
all space stations of a non-geostationary- 
satellite system in the mobile-satellite 
service (space-to-Earth) operating in 
frequency band 1613.8–1626.5 MHz 
shall be in compliance with the 
protection criteria provided in 
Recommendations ITU–R RA.769–2 and 
ITU–R RA.1513–2, using the 
methodology given in Recommendation 
ITU–R M.1583–1, and the radio 
astronomy antenna pattern described in 
Recommendation ITU–R RA.1631–0. 

(373) 5.373 Maritime mobile earth 
stations receiving in the frequency band 
1621.35–1626.5 MHz shall not impose 
additional constraints on earth stations 
operating in the maritime mobile- 
satellite service or maritime earth 
stations of the radiodetermination- 
satellite service operating in accordance 
with the Radio Regulations in the 
frequency band 1610–1621.35 MHz or 
on earth stations operating in the 
maritime mobile-satellite service 
operating in accordance with the Radio 
Regulations in the frequency band 
1626.5–1660.5 MHz, unless otherwise 
agreed between the notifying 
administrations. 

(i) 5.373A Maritime mobile earth 
stations receiving in the frequency band 
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1621.35–1626.5 MHz shall not impose 
constraints on the assignments of earth 
stations of the mobile-satellite service 
(Earth-to-space) and the 
radiodetermination-satellite service 
(Earth-to-space) in the frequency band 
1621.35–1626.5 MHz in networks for 
which complete coordination 
information has been received by the 
Radiocommunication Bureau before 28 
October 2019. 

(ii) [Reserved] 
* * * * * 

(382) 5.382 Different category of 
service: in Saudi Arabia, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Belarus, Congo 
(Rep. of the), Egypt, the United Arab 
Emirates, Eritrea, Ethiopia, the Russian 
Federation, Guinea, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, 
Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Lebanon, North 
Macedonia, Mauritania, Moldova, 
Mongolia, Oman, Uzbekistan, Poland, 
Qatar, the Syrian Arab Republic, 
Kyrgyzstan, Somalia, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Yemen, the 
allocation of the frequency band 1690– 
1700 MHz to the fixed and mobile, 
except aeronautical mobile, services is 
on a primary basis (see No. 5.33), and 
in the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, the 
allocation of the frequency band 1690– 
1700 MHz to the fixed service is on a 
primary basis (see No. 5.33) and to the 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
service on a secondary basis. 
* * * * * 

(384) * * * 
(i) 5.384A The frequency bands 1710– 

1885 MHz, 2300–2400 MHz and 2500– 
2690 MHz, or portions thereof, are 
identified for use by administrations 
wishing to implement International 
Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) in 
accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19). This identification does 
not preclude the use of these frequency 
bands by any application of the services 
to which they are allocated and does not 
establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. 
* * * * * 

(388) 5.388 The frequency bands 
1885–2025 MHz and 2110–2200 MHz 
are intended for use, on a worldwide 
basis, by administrations wishing to 
implement International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). Such use 
does not preclude the use of these 
frequency bands by other services to 
which they are allocated. The frequency 
bands should be made available for IMT 
in accordance with Resolution 212 
(Rev.WRC–19) (see also Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19)). 
* * * * * 

(ii) 5.388B In Algeria, Saudi Arabia, 
Bahrain, Benin, Burkina Faso, 
Cameroon, Comoros, Côte d’Ivoire, 

China, Cuba, Djibouti, Egypt, United 
Arab Emirates, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, 
Ghana, India, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 
Israel, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Libya, Mali, Morocco, Mauritania, 
Nigeria, Oman, Uganda, Pakistan, Qatar, 
the Syrian Arab Republic, Senegal, 
Singapore, Sudan, South Sudan, 
Tanzania, Chad, Togo, Tunisia, Yemen, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, for the purpose 
of protecting fixed and mobile services, 
including IMT mobile stations, in their 
territories from co-channel interference, 
a high altitude platform station (HAPS) 
operating as an IMT base station in 
neighbouring countries, in the 
frequency bands referred to in 
paragraph (b)(388)(i) of this section, 
shall not exceed a co-channel power 
flux-density of ¥127 dB(W/(m2 · MHz)) 
at the Earth’s surface outside a country’s 
borders unless explicit agreement of the 
affected administration is provided at 
the time of the notification of HAPS. 

(389) * * * 
(i) 5.389B The use of the frequency 

band 1980–1990 MHz by the mobile- 
satellite service shall not cause harmful 
interference to or constrain the 
development of the fixed and mobile 
services in Argentina, Brazil, Canada, 
Chile, Ecuador, the United States, 
Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Paraguay, 
Peru, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, 
Uruguay and Venezuela. 
* * * * * 

(iv) 5.389F In Algeria, Cape Verde, 
Egypt, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Mali, 
Syrian Arab Republic and Tunisia, the 
use of the frequency bands 1980–2010 
MHz and 2170–2200 MHz by the 
mobile-satellite service shall neither 
cause harmful interference to the fixed 
and mobile services, nor hamper the 
development of those services prior to 1 
January 2005, nor shall the former 
service request protection from the latter 
services. 
* * * * * 

(393) 5.393 Additional allocation: in 
Canada, the United States and India, the 
frequency band 2310–2360 MHz is also 
allocated to the broadcasting-satellite 
service (sound) and complementary 
terrestrial sound broadcasting service on 
a primary basis. Such use is limited to 
digital audio broadcasting and is subject 
to the provisions of Resolution 528 
(Rev.WRC–19), with the exception of 
resolves 3 in regard to the limitation on 
broadcasting-satellite systems in the 
upper 25 MHz. Complementary 
terrestrial sound broadcasting stations 
shall be subject to bilateral coordination 
with neighbouring countries prior to 
their bringing into use. 
* * * * * 

(401) 5.401 In Angola, Australia, 
Bangladesh, China, Eritrea, Eswatini, 
Ethiopia, India, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, 
Madagascar, Mali, Pakistan, Papua New 
Guinea, Syrian Arab Republic, Dem. 
Rep. of the Congo, Sudan, Togo and 
Zambia, the frequency band 2483.5– 
2500 MHz was already allocated on a 
primary basis to the radiodetermination- 
satellite service before WRC–12, subject 
to agreement obtained under No. 9.21 
from countries not listed in this 
provision. Systems in the 
radiodetermination-satellite service for 
which complete coordination 
information has been received by the 
Radiocommunication Bureau before 18 
February 2012 will retain their 
regulatory status, as of the date of 
receipt of the coordination request 
information. 
* * * * * 

(418) 5.418 Additional allocation: in 
India, the frequency band 2535–2655 
MHz is also allocated to the 
broadcasting-satellite service (sound) 
and complementary terrestrial 
broadcasting service on a primary basis. 
Such use is limited to digital audio 
broadcasting and is subject to the 
provisions of Resolution 528 (Rev.WRC– 
19). The provisions of paragraph 
(b)(416) of this section and Table 21–4 
of Article 21 do not apply to this 
additional allocation. Use of non- 
geostationary-satellite systems in the 
broadcasting-satellite service (sound) is 
subject to Resolution 539 (Rev.WRC– 
19). Geostationary broadcasting-satellite 
service (sound) systems for which 
complete Appendix 4 coordination 
information has been received after 1 
June 2005 are limited to systems 
intended for national coverage. The 
power flux-density at the Earth’s surface 
produced by emissions from a 
geostationary broadcasting-satellite 
service (sound) space station operating 
in the frequency band 2630–2655 MHz, 
and for which complete Appendix 4 
coordination information has been 
received after 1 June 2005, shall not 
exceed the following limits, for all 
conditions and for all methods of 
modulation: ¥130 dB(W/(m2 · MHz)) 
for 0° ≤ q ≤ 5°, ¥130 + 0.4 (q–5) dB(W/ 
(m2 · MHz)) for 5° < q ≤ 25°, ¥122 
dB(W/(m2 · MHz)) for 25° < q ≤ 90°, 
where q is the angle of arrival of the 
incident wave above the horizontal 
plane, in degrees. These limits may be 
exceeded on the territory of any country 
whose administration has so agreed. As 
an exception to the limits provided in 
this paragraph (b)(418), the pfd value of 
¥122 dB(W/(m2 · MHz)) shall be used 
as a threshold for coordination under 
No. 9.11 in an area of 1500 km around 
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the territory of the administration 
notifying the broadcasting-satellite 
service (sound) system. In addition, an 
administration listed in this provision 
shall not have simultaneously two 
overlapping frequency assignments, one 
under this provision and the other 
under paragraph (b)(416) of this section 
for systems for which complete 
Appendix 4 coordination information 
has been received after 1 June 2005. 
* * * * * 

(428) 5.428 Additional allocation: in 
Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan, the 
frequency band 3100–3300 MHz is also 
allocated to the radionavigation service 
on a primary basis. 

(429) 5.429 Additional allocation: in 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Benin, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, 
Cameroon, China, Congo (Rep. of the), 
Korea (Rep. of), Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, the 
United Arab Emirates, India, Indonesia, 
Iran (Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Japan, 
Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, 
Malaysia, New Zealand, Oman, Uganda, 
Pakistan, Qatar, the Syrian Arab 
Republic, the Dem. Rep. of the Congo, 
the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, Sudan 
and Yemen, the frequency band 3300– 
3400 MHz is also allocated to the fixed 
and mobile services on a primary basis. 
New Zealand and the countries 
bordering the Mediterranean shall not 
claim protection for their fixed and 
mobile services from the radiolocation 
service. 

(i) 5.429A Additional allocation: in 
Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, 
Burundi, Djibouti, Eswatini, Ghana, 
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho, Liberia, 
Malawi, Mauritania, Mozambique, 
Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, 
Sudan, South Sudan, South Africa, 
Tanzania, Chad, Togo, Zambia and 
Zimbabwe, the frequency band 3300– 
3400 MHz is allocated to the mobile, 
except aeronautical mobile, service on a 
primary basis. Stations in the mobile 
service operating in the frequency band 
3300–3400 MHz shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, stations operating in the 
radiolocation service. 

(ii) 5.429B In the following countries 
of Region 1 south of 30° parallel north: 
Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, 
Burundi, Cameroon, Congo (Rep. of the), 
Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Eswatini, Ghana, 
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Lesotho, 
Liberia, Malawi, Mauritania, 
Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, 
Uganda, the Dem. Rep. of the Congo, 
Rwanda, Sudan, South Sudan, South 
Africa, Tanzania, Chad, Togo, Zambia 
and Zimbabwe, the frequency band 
3300–3400 MHz is identified for the 
implementation of International Mobile 

Telecommunications (IMT). The use of 
this frequency band shall be in 
accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19). The use of the frequency 
band 3300–3400 MHz by IMT stations 
in the mobile service shall not cause 
harmful interference to, or claim 
protection from, systems in the 
radiolocation service, and 
administrations wishing to implement 
IMT shall obtain the agreement of 
neighbouring countries to protect 
operations within the radiolocation 
service. This identification does not 
preclude the use of this frequency band 
by any application of the services to 
which it is allocated and does not 
establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. 

(iii) 5.429C Different category of 
service: in Argentina, Belize, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, the 
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 
Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Paraguay 
and Uruguay, the frequency band 3300– 
3400 MHz is allocated to the mobile, 
except aeronautical mobile, service on a 
primary basis. In Argentina, Brazil, the 
Dominican Republic, Guatemala, 
Mexico, Paraguay and Uruguay, the 
frequency band 3300–3400 MHz is also 
allocated to the fixed service on a 
primary basis. Stations in the fixed and 
mobile services operating in the 
frequency band 3300–3400 MHz shall 
not cause harmful interference to, or 
claim protection from, stations 
operating in the radiolocation service. 

(iv) 5.429D In the following countries 
in Region 2: Argentina, Belize, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, the 
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 
Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Paraguay 
and Uruguay, the use of the frequency 
band 3300–3400 MHz is identified for 
the implementation of International 
Mobile Telecommunications (IMT). 
Such use shall be in accordance with 
Resolution 223 (Rev.WRC–19). This use 
in Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay is 
subject to the application of No. 9.21. 
The use of the frequency band 3300– 
3400 MHz by IMT stations in the mobile 
service shall not cause harmful 
interference to, or claim protection 
from, systems in the radiolocation 
service, and administrations wishing to 
implement IMT shall obtain the 
agreement of neighbouring countries to 
protect operations within the 
radiolocation service. This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. 
* * * * * 

(vi) 5.429F In the following countries 
in Region 3: Cambodia, India, Indonesia, 
Lao P.D.R., Pakistan, the Philippines 
and Viet Nam, the use of the frequency 
band 3300–3400 MHz is identified for 
the implementation of International 
Mobile Telecommunications (IMT). 
Such use shall be in accordance with 
Resolution 223 (Rev.WRC–19). The use 
of the frequency band 3300–3400 MHz 
by IMT stations in the mobile service 
shall not cause harmful interference to, 
or claim protection from, systems in the 
radiolocation service. Before an 
administration brings into use a base or 
mobile station of an IMT system in this 
frequency band, it shall seek agreement 
under No. 9.21 with neighbouring 
countries to protect the radiolocation 
service. This identification does not 
preclude the use of this frequency band 
by any application of the services to 
which it is allocated and does not 
establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. 

(430) 5.430 Additional allocation: in 
Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan, the 
frequency band 3300–3400 MHz is also 
allocated to the radionavigation service 
on a primary basis. 

(i) 5.430A The allocation of the 
frequency band 3400–3600 MHz to the 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
service is subject to agreement obtained 
under No. 9.21. This frequency band is 
identified for International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. The 
provisions of Nos. 9.17 and 9.18 shall 
also apply in the coordination phase. 
Before an administration brings into use 
a (base or mobile) station of the mobile 
service in this frequency band, it shall 
ensure that the power flux-density (pfd) 
produced at 3 m above ground does not 
exceed ¥154.5 dB(W/(m2 · 4 kHz)) for 
more than 20% of time at the border of 
the territory of any other administration. 
This limit may be exceeded on the 
territory of any country whose 
administration has so agreed. In order to 
ensure that the pfd limit at the border 
of the territory of any other 
administration is met, the calculations 
and verification shall be made, taking 
into account all relevant information, 
with the mutual agreement of both 
administrations (the administration 
responsible for the terrestrial station and 
the administration responsible for the 
earth station) and with the assistance of 
the Bureau if so requested. In case of 
disagreement, calculation and 
verification of the pfd shall be made by 
the Bureau, taking into account the 
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information referred to above. Stations 
of the mobile service in the frequency 
band 3400–3600 MHz shall not claim 
more protection from space stations 
than that provided in Table 21–4 of the 
Radio Regulations (Edition of 2004). 
* * * * * 

(431) 5.431 Additional allocation: in 
Germany, the frequency band 3400– 
3475 MHz is also allocated to the 
amateur service on a secondary basis. 
* * * * * 

(432) 5.432 Different category of 
service: in Korea (Rep. of), Japan, 
Pakistan and the Dem. People’s Rep. of 
Korea, the allocation of the frequency 
band 3400–3500 MHz to the mobile, 
except aeronautical mobile, service is on 
a primary basis (see No. 5.33). 

(i) 5.432A In Korea (Rep. of), Japan, 
Pakistan and the Dem. People’s Rep. of 
Korea, the frequency band 3400–3500 
MHz is identified for International 
Mobile Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. At the stage of 
coordination the provisions of Nos. 9.17 
and 9.18 also apply. Before an 
administration brings into use a (base or 
mobile) station of the mobile service in 
this frequency band it shall ensure that 
the power flux-density (pfd) produced 
at 3 m above ground does not exceed 
¥154.5 dB(W/(m2 · 4 kHz)) for more 
than 20% of time at the border of the 
territory of any other administration. 
This limit may be exceeded on the 
territory of any country whose 
administration has so agreed. In order to 
ensure that the pfd limit at the border 
of the territory of any other 
administration is met, the calculations 
and verification shall be made, taking 
into account all relevant information, 
with the mutual agreement of both 
administrations (the administration 
responsible for the terrestrial station and 
the administration responsible for the 
earth station), with the assistance of the 
Bureau if so requested. In case of 
disagreement, the calculation and 
verification of the pfd shall be made by 
the Bureau, taking into account the 
information referred to in this paragraph 
(i). Stations of the mobile service in the 
frequency band 3400–3500 MHz shall 
not claim more protection from space 
stations than that provided in Table 21– 
4 of the Radio Regulations (Edition of 
2004). 

(ii) 5.432B Different category of 
service: in Australia, Bangladesh, Brunei 
Darussalam, China, French overseas 
communities of Region 3, India, 
Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 

Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, 
Singapore and Thailand, the frequency 
band 3400–3500 MHz is allocated to the 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
service on a primary basis, subject to 
agreement obtained under No. 9.21 with 
other administrations and is identified 
for International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. At the stage of 
coordination the provisions of Nos. 9.17 
and 9.18 also apply. Before an 
administration brings into use a (base or 
mobile) station of the mobile service in 
this frequency band it shall ensure that 
the power flux-density (pfd) produced 
at 3 m above ground does not exceed 
¥154.5 dB(W/(m2 · 4 kHz)) for more 
than 20% of time at the border of the 
territory of any other administration. 
This limit may be exceeded on the 
territory of any country whose 
administration has so agreed. In order to 
ensure that the pfd limit at the border 
of the territory of any other 
administration is met, the calculations 
and verification shall be made, taking 
into account all relevant information, 
with the mutual agreement of both 
administrations (the administration 
responsible for the terrestrial station and 
the administration responsible for the 
earth station), with the assistance of the 
Bureau if so requested. In case of 
disagreement, the calculation and 
verification of the pfd shall be made by 
the Bureau, taking into account the 
information referred to in this paragraph 
(ii). Stations of the mobile service in the 
frequency band 3400–3500 MHz shall 
not claim more protection from space 
stations than that provided in Table 21– 
4 of the Radio Regulations (Edition of 
2004). 

(433) * * * 
(i) 5.433A In Australia, Bangladesh, 

Brunei Darussalam, China, French 
overseas communities of Region 3, 
Korea (Rep. of), India, Indonesia, Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), Japan, New 
Zealand, Pakistan, the Philippines and 
the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, the 
frequency band 3500–3600 MHz is 
identified for International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. At the stage of 
coordination the provisions of Nos. 9.17 
and 9.18 also apply. Before an 
administration brings into use a (base or 
mobile) station of the mobile service in 
this frequency band it shall ensure that 

the power flux-density (pfd) produced 
at 3 m above ground does not exceed 
¥154.5 dB (W/(m2 · 4 kHz)) for more 
than 20% of time at the border of the 
territory of any other administration. 
This limit may be exceeded on the 
territory of any country whose 
administration has so agreed. In order to 
ensure that the pfd limit at the border 
of the territory of any other 
administration is met, the calculations 
and verification shall be made, taking 
into account all relevant information, 
with the mutual agreement of both 
administrations (the administration 
responsible for the terrestrial station and 
the administration responsible for the 
earth station), with the assistance of the 
Bureau if so requested. In case of 
disagreement, the calculation and 
verification of the pfd shall be made by 
the Bureau, taking into account the 
information referred to in this paragraph 
(i). Stations of the mobile service in the 
frequency band 3500–3600 MHz shall 
not claim more protection from space 
stations than that provided in Table 21– 
4 of the Radio Regulations (Edition of 
2004). 
* * * * * 

(434) 5.434 In Canada, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, the 
United States and Paraguay, the 
frequency band 3600–3700 MHz, or 
portions thereof, is identified for use by 
these administrations wishing to 
implement International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. At the stage of 
coordination the provisions of Nos. 9.17 
and 9.18 also apply. Before an 
administration brings into use a base or 
mobile station of an IMT system, it shall 
seek agreement under No. 9.21 with 
other administrations and ensure that 
the power flux-density (pfd) produced 
at 3 m above ground does not exceed 
¥154.5 dB(W/(m2 · 4 kHz)) for more 
than 20% of time at the border of the 
territory of any other administration. 
This limit may be exceeded on the 
territory of any country whose 
administration has so agreed. In order to 
ensure that the pfd limit at the border 
of the territory of any other 
administration is met, the calculations 
and verification shall be made, taking 
into account all relevant information, 
with the mutual agreement of both 
administrations (the administration 
responsible for the terrestrial station and 
the administration responsible for the 
earth station), with the assistance of the 
Bureau if so requested. In case of 
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disagreement, the calculation and 
verification of the pfd shall be made by 
the Bureau, taking into account the 
information referred to in this paragraph 
(434). Stations of the mobile service, 
including IMT systems, in the frequency 
band 3600–3700 MHz shall not claim 
more protection from space stations 
than that provided in Table 21–4 of the 
Radio Regulations (Edition of 2004). 
* * * * * 

(441) * * * 
(i) 5.441A In Brazil, Paraguay and 

Uruguay, the frequency band 4800–4900 
MHz, or portions thereof, is identified 
for the implementation of International 
Mobile Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. The use of this 
frequency band for the implementation 
of IMT is subject to agreement obtained 
with neighbouring countries, and IMT 
stations shall not claim protection from 
stations of other applications of the 
mobile service. Such use shall be in 
accordance with Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19). 

(ii) 5.441B In Angola, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Benin, Botswana, Brazil, 
Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cambodia, 
Cameroon, China, Côte d’Ivoire, 
Djibouti, Eswatini, Russian Federation, 
Gambia, Guinea, Iran (Islamic Republic 
of), Kazakhstan, Kenya, Lao P.D.R., 
Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mauritius, 
Mongolia, Mozambique, Nigeria, 
Uganda, Uzbekistan, the Dem. Rep. of 
the Congo, Kyrgyzstan, the Dem. 
People’s Rep. of Korea, Sudan, South 
Africa, Tanzania, Togo, Viet Nam, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the frequency 
band 4800–4990 MHz, or portions 
thereof, is identified for use by 
administrations wishing to implement 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. The use of 
IMT stations is subject to agreement 
obtained under No. 9.21 with concerned 
administrations, and IMT stations shall 
not claim protection from stations of 
other applications of the mobile service. 
In addition, before an administration 
brings into use an IMT station in the 
mobile service, it shall ensure that the 
power flux-density (pfd) produced by 
this station does not exceed ¥155 
dB(W/(m2 · 1 MHz)) produced up to 19 
km above sea level at 20 km from the 
coast, defined as the low-water mark, as 
officially recognized by the coastal 

State. This pfd criterion is subject to 
review at WRC–23. Resolution 223 
(Rev.WRC–19) applies. This 
identification shall be effective after 
WRC–19. 
* * * * * 

(444) * * * 
(ii) 5.444B The use of the frequency 

band 5091–5150 MHz by the 
aeronautical mobile service is limited 
to: systems operating in the aeronautical 
mobile (R) service and in accordance 
with international aeronautical 
standards, limited to surface 
applications at airports. Such use shall 
be in accordance with Resolution 748 
(Rev.WRC–19); aeronautical telemetry 
transmissions from aircraft stations (see 
No. 1.83) in accordance with Resolution 
418 (Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(446) * * * 
(i) 5.446A The use of the frequency 

bands 5150–5350 MHz and 5470–5725 
MHz by the stations in the mobile, 
except aeronautical mobile, service shall 
be in accordance with Resolution 229 
(Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(iii) 5.446C Additional allocation: in 
Region 1 (except in Algeria, Saudi 
Arabia, Bahrain, Egypt, United Arab 
Emirates, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Syrian Arab 
Republic, Sudan, South Sudan and 
Tunisia), the frequency band 5150–5250 
MHz is also allocated to the aeronautical 
mobile service on a primary basis, 
limited to aeronautical telemetry 
transmissions from aircraft stations (see 
No. 1.83), in accordance with 
Resolution 418 (Rev.WRC–19). These 
stations shall not claim protection from 
other stations operating in accordance 
with Article 5. No. 5.43A does not 
apply. 

(iv) 5.446D Additional allocation: in 
Brazil, the band 5150–5250 MHz is also 
allocated to the aeronautical mobile 
service on a primary basis, limited to 
aeronautical telemetry transmissions 
from aircraft stations (see No. 1.83), in 
accordance with Resolution 418 
(Rev.WRC–19). 

(447) 5.447 Additional allocation: in 
Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Lebanon, the 
Syrian Arab Republic and Tunisia, the 
frequency band 5150–5250 MHz is also 
allocated to the mobile service, on a 
primary basis, subject to agreement 
obtained under No. 9.21. In this case, 
the provisions of Resolution 229 
(Rev.WRC–19) do not apply. 
* * * * * 

(vi) 5.447F In the frequency band 
5250–5350 MHz, stations in the mobile 
service shall not claim protection from 
the radiolocation service, the Earth 

exploration-satellite service (active) and 
the space research service (active). The 
radiolocation service, the Earth 
exploration-satellite service (active) and 
the space research service (active) shall 
not impose more stringent conditions 
upon the mobile service than those 
stipulated in Resolution 229 (Rev.WRC– 
19). 

(448) 5.448 Additional allocation: in 
Kyrgyzstan, Romania and 
Turkmenistan, the frequency band 
5250–5350 MHz is also allocated to the 
radionavigation service on a primary 
basis. 
* * * * * 

(450) * * * 
(i) 5.450A In the frequency band 

5470–5725 MHz, stations in the mobile 
service shall not claim protection from 
radiodetermination services. The 
radiodetermination services shall not 
impose more stringent conditions upon 
the mobile service than those stipulated 
in Resolution 229 (Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(453) 5.453 Additional allocation: in 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Brunei Darussalam, Cameroon, China, 
Congo (Rep. of the), Korea (Rep. of), 
Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Egypt, the 
United Arab Emirates, Eswatini, Gabon, 
Guinea, Equatorial Guinea, India, 
Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 
Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, 
Lebanon, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, 
Niger, Nigeria, Oman, Uganda, Pakistan, 
the Philippines, Qatar, the Syrian Arab 
Republic, the Dem. People’s Rep. of 
Korea, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, 
Chad, Thailand, Togo, Viet Nam and 
Yemen, the frequency band 5650–5850 
MHz is also allocated to the fixed and 
mobile services on a primary basis. In 
this case, the provisions of Resolution 
229 (Rev.WRC–19) do not apply. In 
addition, in Afghanistan, Angola, Benin, 
Bhutan, Botswana, Burkina Faso, 
Burundi, Dem. Rep. of the Congo, Fiji, 
Ghana, Kiribati, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Maldives, Mauritius, Micronesia, 
Mongolia, Mozambique, Myanmar, 
Namibia, Nauru, New Zealand, Papua 
New Guinea, Rwanda, Solomon Islands, 
South Sudan, South Africa, Tonga, 
Vanuatu, Zambia and Zimbabwe, the 
frequency band 5725–5850 MHz is 
allocated to the fixed service on a 
primary basis, and stations operating in 
the fixed service shall not cause harmful 
interference to and shall not claim 
protection from other primary services 
in the frequency band. 
* * * * * 

(455) 5.455 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Cuba, the 
Russian Federation, Georgia, Hungary, 
Kazakhstan, Moldova, Uzbekistan, 
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Kyrgyzstan, Romania, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan and Ukraine, the 
frequency band 5670–5850 MHz is also 
allocated to the fixed service on a 
primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(458) 5.458 In the band 6425–7075 
MHz, passive microwave sensor 
measurements are carried out over the 
oceans. In the band 7075–7250 MHz, 
passive microwave sensor 
measurements are carried out. 
Administrations should bear in mind 
the needs of the Earth exploration- 
satellite (passive) and space research 
(passive) services in their future 
planning of the bands 6425–7075 MHz 
and 7075–7250 MHz. 
* * * * * 

(468) 5.468 Additional allocation: in 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Brunei Darussalam, Burundi, Cameroon, 
China, Congo (Rep. of the), Djibouti, 
Egypt, the United Arab Emirates, 
Eswatini, Gabon, Guyana, Indonesia, 
Iran (Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Jamaica, 
Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, 
Malaysia, Mali, Morocco, Mauritania, 
Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Uganda, 
Pakistan, Qatar, Syrian Arab Republic, 
the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, 
Senegal, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, 
Chad, Togo, Tunisia and Yemen, the 
frequency band 8500–8750 MHz is also 
allocated to the fixed and mobile 
services on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(473) 5.473 Additional allocation: in 
Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, 
Cuba, the Russian Federation, Georgia, 
Hungary, Uzbekistan, Poland, 
Kyrgyzstan, Romania, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan and Ukraine, the 
frequency bands 8850–9000 MHz and 
9200–9300 MHz are also allocated to the 
radionavigation service on a primary 
basis. 
* * * * * 

(474) * * * 
(iv) 5.474D Stations in the Earth 

exploration-satellite service (active) 
shall not cause harmful interference to, 
or claim protection from, stations of the 
maritime radionavigation and 
radiolocation services in the frequency 
band 9200–9300 MHz, the 
radionavigation and radiolocation 
services in the frequency band 9900–10 
000 MHz and the radiolocation service 
in the frequency band 10.0–10.4 GHz. 
* * * * * 

(477) 5.477 Different category of 
service: in Algeria, Saudi Arabia, 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Brunei 
Darussalam, Cameroon, Djibouti, Egypt, 
the United Arab Emirates, Eritrea, 
Ethiopia, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Jamaica, 

Japan, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, 
Malaysia, Nigeria, Oman, Uganda, 
Pakistan, Qatar, Syrian Arab Republic, 
the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, 
Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, South 
Sudan, Trinidad and Tobago, and 
Yemen, the allocation of the frequency 
band 9800–10 000 MHz to the fixed 
service is on a primary basis (see No. 
5.33). 

(478) 5.478 Additional allocation: in 
Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, Romania, 
Turkmenistan and Ukraine, the 
frequency band 9800–10 000 MHz is 
also allocated to the radionavigation 
service on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(479) 5.479 The band 9975–10 025 
MHz is also allocated to the 
meteorological-satellite service on a 
secondary basis for use by weather 
radars. 

(480) 5.480 Additional allocation: in 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, El 
Salvador, Ecuador, Guatemala, 
Honduras, Paraguay, the overseas 
countries and territories within the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands in Region 
2, Peru and Uruguay, the frequency 
band 10–10.45 GHz is also allocated to 
the fixed and mobile services on a 
primary basis. In Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Mexico and Venezuela, the frequency 
band 10–10.45 GHz is also allocated to 
the fixed service on a primary basis. 

(481) 5.481 Additional allocation: in 
Algeria, Germany, Angola, Brazil, 
China, Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, El Salvador, 
Ecuador, Spain, Guatemala, Hungary, 
Japan, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, Oman, 
Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, 
the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, 
Romania, Tunisia and Uruguay, the 
frequency band 10.45–10.5 GHz is also 
allocated to the fixed and mobile 
services on a primary basis. In Costa 
Rica, the frequency band 10.45–10.5 
GHz is also allocated to the fixed service 
on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(483) 5.483 Additional allocation: in 
Saudi Arabia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Bahrain, Belarus, China, Colombia, 
Korea (Rep. of), Egypt, the United Arab 
Emirates, Georgia, Iran (Islamic 
Republic of), Iraq, Israel, Jordan, 
Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Mongolia, Qatar, Kyrgyzstan, the Dem. 
People’s Rep. of Korea, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan and Yemen, the 
frequency band 10.68–10.7 GHz is also 
allocated to the fixed and mobile, except 
aeronautical mobile, services on a 
primary basis. Such use is limited to 
equipment in operation by 1 January 
1985. 

(484) * * * 

(ii) 5.484B Resolution 155 (Rev.WRC– 
19) shall apply. 
* * * * * 

(495) 5.495 Additional allocation: in 
Greece, Monaco, Montenegro, Uganda 
and Tunisia, the frequency band 12.5– 
12.75 GHz is also allocated to the fixed 
and mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
services on a secondary basis. 
* * * * * 

(505) 5.505 Additional allocation: in 
Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, 
Botswana, Brunei Darussalam, 
Cameroon, China, Congo (Rep. of the), 
Korea (Rep. of), Djibouti, Egypt, the 
United Arab Emirates, Eswatini, Gabon, 
Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic 
Republic of), Iraq, Israel, Japan, Jordan, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mali, 
Morocco, Mauritania, Oman, the 
Philippines, Qatar, the Syrian Arab 
Republic, the Dem. People’s Rep. of 
Korea, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, 
South Sudan, Chad, Viet Nam and 
Yemen, the frequency band 14–14.3 
GHz is also allocated to the fixed service 
on a primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(508) 5.508 Additional allocation: in 
Germany, France, Italy, Libya, North 
Macedonia and the United Kingdom, 
the frequency band 14.25–14.3 GHz is 
also allocated to the fixed service on a 
primary basis. 
* * * * * 

(509) * * * 
(iii) 5.509D Before an administration 

brings into use an earth station in the 
fixed-satellite service (Earth-to-space) 
not for feeder links for the broadcasting- 
satellite service in the frequency bands 
14.5–14.75 GHz (in countries listed in 
Resolution 163 (WRC–15)) and 14.5– 
14.8 GHz (in countries listed in 
Resolution 164 (WRC–15)), it shall 
ensure that the power flux-density 
produced by this earth station does not 
exceed ¥151.5 dB(W/(m2 · 4 kHz)) 
produced at all altitudes from 0 m to 19 
000 m above sea level at 22 km seaward 
from all coasts, defined as the low-water 
mark, as officially recognized by each 
coastal State. 
* * * * * 

(516) * * * 
(ii) 5.516B The following bands are 

identified for use by high-density 
applications in the fixed-satellite 
service: 17.3–17.7 GHz (space-to-Earth) 
in Region 1, 18.3–19.3 GHz (space-to- 
Earth) in Region 2, 19.7–20.2 GHz 
(space-to-Earth) in all Regions, 39.5–40 
GHz (space-to-Earth) in Region 1, 40– 
40.5 GHz (space-to-Earth) in all 
Regions,40.5–42 GHz (space-to-Earth) in 
Region 2, 47.5–47.9 GHz (space-to- 
Earth) in Region 1, 48.2–48.54 GHz 
(space-to-Earth) in Region 1, 49.44–50.2 
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GHz (space-to-Earth) in Region 1, and 
27.5–27.82 GHz (Earth-to-space) in 
Region 1, 28.35–28.45 GHz (Earth-to- 
space) in Region 2, 28.45–28.94 GHz 
(Earth-to-space) in all Regions, 28.94– 
29.1 GHz (Earth-to-space) in Regions 2 
and 3, 

29.25–29.46 GHz (Earth-to-space) in 
Region 2, 29.46–30 GHz (Earth-to-space) 
in all Regions, 48.2–50.2 GHz (Earth-to- 
space) in Region 2. This identification 
does not preclude the use of these 
frequency bands by other fixed-satellite 
service applications or by other services 
to which these frequency bands are 
allocated on a co-primary basis and does 
not establish priority in these Radio 
Regulations among users of the 
frequency bands. Administrations 
should take this into account when 
considering regulatory provisions in 
relation to these frequency bands. See 
Resolution 143 (Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(517) * * * 
(i) 5.517A The operation of earth 

stations in motion communicating with 
geostationary fixed-satellite service 
space stations within the frequency 
bands 17.7–19.7 GHz (space-to-Earth) 
and 27.5–29.5 GHz (Earth-to-space) 
shall be subject to the application of 
Resolution 169 (WRC–19). 

(ii) [Reserved] 
* * * * * 

(530) * * * 
(ii) 5.530E The allocation to the fixed 

service in the frequency band 21.4–22 
GHz is identified for use in Region 2 by 
high-altitude platform stations (HAPS). 
This identification does not preclude 
the use of this frequency band by other 
fixed-service applications or by other 
services to which it is allocated on a co- 
primary basis, and does not establish 
priority in the Radio Regulations. Such 
use of the fixed-service allocation by 
HAPS is limited to the HAPS-to-ground 
direction, and shall be in accordance 
with the provisions of Resolution 165 
(WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(532) * * * 
(ii) 5.532AA The allocation to the 

fixed service in the frequency band 
24.25–25.25 GHz is identified for use in 
Region 2 by high-altitude platform 
stations (HAPS). This identification 
does not preclude the use of this 
frequency band by other fixed-service 
applications or by other services to 
which this frequency band is allocated 
on a co-primary basis, and does not 
establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. Such use of the fixed- 
service allocation by HAPS is limited to 
the HAPS-to-ground direction and shall 

be in accordance with the provisions of 
Resolution 166 (WRC–19). 

(iii) 5.532AB The frequency band 
24.25–27.5 GHz is identified for use by 
administrations wishing to implement 
the terrestrial component of 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. Resolution 
242 (WRC–19) applies. 
* * * * * 

(534) 5.534A The allocation to the 
fixed service in the frequency band 
25.25–27.5 GHz is identified in Region 
2 for use by high-altitude platform 
stations (HAPS) in accordance with the 
provisions of Resolution 166 (WRC–19). 
Such use of the fixed-service allocation 
by HAPS shall be limited to the ground- 
to-HAPS direction in the frequency 
band 25.25–27.0 GHz and to the HAPS- 
to-ground direction in the frequency 
band 27.0–27.5 GHz. Furthermore, the 
use of the frequency band 25.5–27.0 
GHz by HAPS shall be limited to 
gateway links. This identification does 
not preclude the use of this frequency 
band by other fixed-service applications 
or by other services to which this band 
is allocated on a co-primary basis, and 
does not establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. 
* * * * * 

(536) * * * 
(i) 5.536A Administrations operating 

earth stations in the Earth exploration- 
satellite service or the space research 
service shall not claim protection from 
stations in the fixed and mobile services 
operated by other administrations. In 
addition, earth stations in the Earth 
exploration-satellite service or in the 
space research service should be 
operated taking into account the most 
recent version of Recommendation ITU– 
R SA.1862. Resolution 242 (WRC–19) 
applies. 

(ii) 5.536B In Algeria, Saudi Arabia, 
Austria, Bahrain, Belgium, Brazil, 
China, Korea (Rep. of), Denmark, Egypt, 
United Arab Emirates, Estonia, Finland, 
Hungary, India, Iran (Islamic Republic 
of), Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jordan, 
Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, 
Lithuania, Moldova, Norway, Oman, 
Uganda, Pakistan, the Philippines, 
Poland, Portugal, Qatar, the Syrian Arab 
Republic, Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, 
Slovakia, the Czech Rep., Romania, the 
United Kingdom, Singapore, Slovenia, 
Sudan, Sweden, Tanzania, Turkey, Viet 
Nam and Zimbabwe, earth stations 
operating in the Earth exploration- 
satellite service in the frequency band 

25.5–27 GHz shall not claim protection 
from, or constrain the use and 
deployment of, stations of the fixed and 
mobile services. Resolution 242 (WRC– 
19) applies. 
* * * * * 

(537) * * * 
(i) 5.537A In Bhutan, Cameroon, 

China, Korea (Rep. of), the Russian 
Federation, India, Indonesia, Iran 
(Islamic Republic of), Iraq, Japan, 
Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Maldives, 
Mongolia, Myanmar, Uzbekistan, 
Pakistan, the Philippines, Kyrgyzstan, 
the Dem. People’s Rep. of Korea, Sudan, 
Sri Lanka, Thailand and Viet Nam, the 
allocation to the fixed service in the 
frequency band 27.9–28.2 GHz may also 
be used by high altitude platform 
stations (HAPS) within the territory of 
these countries. Such use of 300 MHz of 
the fixed-service allocation by HAPS in 
the above countries is further limited to 
operation in the HAPS-to-ground 
direction and shall not cause harmful 
interference to, nor claim protection 
from, other types of fixed-service 
systems or other co-primary services. 
Furthermore, the development of these 
other services shall not be constrained 
by HAPS. See Resolution 145 
(Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(543) * * * 
(i) 5.543B The allocation to the fixed 

service in the frequency band 31–31.3 
GHz is identified for worldwide use by 
high-altitude platform stations (HAPS). 
This identification does not preclude 
the use of this frequency band by other 
fixed-service applications or by other 
services to which this frequency band is 
allocated on a co-primary basis, and 
does not establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. Such use of the fixed- 
service allocation by HAPS shall be in 
accordance with the provisions of 
Resolution 167 (WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(546) 5.546 Different category of 
service: in Saudi Arabia, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Belarus, Egypt, the 
United Arab Emirates, Spain, Estonia, 
the Russian Federation, Georgia, 
Hungary, Iran (Islamic Republic of), 
Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Moldova, 
Mongolia, Oman, Uzbekistan, Poland, 
the Syrian Arab Republic, Kyrgyzstan, 
Romania, the United Kingdom, South 
Africa, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and 
Turkey, the allocation of the frequency 
band 31.5–31.8 GHz to the fixed and 
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, 
services is on a primary basis (see No. 
5.33). 

(547) 5.547 The bands 31.8–33.4 GHz, 
37–40 GHz, 40.5–43.5 GHz, 51.4–52.6 
GHz, 55.78–59 GHz and 64–66 GHz are 
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available for high-density applications 
in the fixed service (see Resolution 75 
(Rev.WRC–12)). Administrations should 
take this into account when considering 
regulatory provisions in relation to these 
bands. Because of the potential 
deployment of high-density applications 
in the fixed-satellite service in the bands 
39.5–40 GHz and 40.5–42 GHz (see para. 
(b)(516)(ii) of this section), 
administrations should further take into 
account potential constraints to high- 
density applications in the fixed service, 
as appropriate. 
* * * * * 

(550) * * * 
(ii) 5.550B The frequency band 37– 

43.5 GHz, or portions thereof, is 
identified for use by administrations 
wishing to implement the terrestrial 
component of International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. Because of the 
potential deployment of FSS earth 
stations within the frequency range 
37.5–42.5 GHz and high-density 
applications in the fixed-satellite service 
in the frequency bands 39.5–40 GHz in 
Region 1, 40–40.5 GHz in all Regions 
and 40.5–42 GHz in Region 2 (see 
paragraph (b)(516)(ii) of this section), 
administrations should further take into 
account potential constraints to IMT in 
these frequency bands, as appropriate. 
Resolution 243 (WRC–19) applies. 

(iii) 5.550C The use of the frequency 
bands 37.5–39.5 GHz (space-to-Earth), 
39.5–42.5 GHz (space-to-Earth), 47.2– 
50.2 GHz (Earth-to-space) and 50.4–51.4 
GHz (Earth-to-space) by a non- 
geostationary-satellite system in the 
fixed-satellite service is subject to the 
application of the provisions of No. 9.12 
for coordination with other non- 
geostationary-satellite systems in the 
fixed-satellite service but not with non- 
geostationary-satellite systems in other 
services. Resolution 770 (WRC–19) shall 
also apply, and No. 22.2 shall continue 
to apply. 

(iv) 5.550D The allocation to the fixed 
service in the frequency band 38–39.5 
GHz is identified for worldwide use by 
administrations wishing to implement 
high-altitude platform stations (HAPS). 
In the HAPS-to-ground direction, the 
HAPS ground station shall not claim 
protection from stations in the fixed, 
mobile and fixed-satellite services; and 
No. 5.43A does not apply. This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by other fixed- 
service applications or by other services 
to which this frequency band is 

allocated on a co-primary basis and does 
not establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. Furthermore, the 
development of the fixed-satellite, fixed 
and mobile services shall not be unduly 
constrained by HAPS. Such use of the 
fixed-service allocation by HAPS shall 
be in accordance with the provisions of 
Resolution 168 (WRC–19). 

(v) 5.550E The use of the frequency 
bands 39.5–40 GHz and 40–40.5 GHz by 
non-geostationary-satellite systems in 
the mobile-satellite service (space-to- 
Earth) and by non-geostationary-satellite 
systems in the fixed-satellite service 
(space-to-Earth) is subject to the 
application of the provisions of No. 9.12 
for coordination with other non- 
geostationary-satellite systems in the 
fixed-satellite and mobile-satellite 
services but not with non-geostationary- 
satellite systems in other services. No. 
22.2 shall continue to apply for non- 
geostationary-satellite systems. 
* * * * * 

(552) * * * 
(i) 5.552A The allocation to the fixed 

service in the frequency bands 47.2– 
47.5 GHz and 47.9–48.2 GHz is 
identified for use by high-altitude 
platform stations (HAPS). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated on a co-primary basis, and 
does not establish priority in the Radio 
Regulations. Such use of the fixed- 
service allocation in the frequency 
bands 47.2–47.5 GHz and 47.9–48.2 
GHz by HAPS shall be in accordance 
with the provisions of Resolution 122 
(Rev.WRC–19). 
* * * * * 

(553) * * * 
(i) 5.553A In Algeria, Angola, Bahrain, 

Belarus, Benin, Botswana, Brazil, 
Burkina Faso, Cabo Verde, Korea (Rep. 
of), Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, United Arab 
Emirates, Estonia, Eswatini, Gabon, 
Gambia, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Guinea- 
Bissau, Hungary, Iran (Islamic Republic 
of), Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lesotho, 
Latvia, Liberia, Lithuania, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Mali, Morocco, Mauritius, 
Mauritania, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Niger, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Senegal, 
Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Slovenia, 
Sudan, South Africa, Sweden, Tanzania, 
Togo, Tunisia, Zambia and Zimbabwe, 
the frequency band 45.5–47 GHz is 
identified for use by administrations 
wishing to implement the terrestrial 
component of International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT), taking into 
account paragraph (b)(553) of this 
section. With respect to the aeronautical 
mobile service and radionavigation 
service, the use of this frequency band 

for the implementation of IMT is subject 
to agreement obtained under No. 9.21 
with concerned administrations and 
shall not cause harmful interference to, 
or claim protection from these services. 
This identification does not preclude 
the use of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated and does not establish priority 
in the Radio Regulations. Resolution 
244 (WRC–19) applies. 

(ii) 5.553B In Region 2 and Algeria, 
Angola, Saudi Arabia, Australia, 
Bahrain, Benin, Botswana, Burkina 
Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Central 
African Rep., Comoros, Congo (Rep. of 
the), Korea (Rep. of), Côte d’Ivoire, 
Djibouti, Egypt, United Arab Emirates, 
Eswatini, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia, 
Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, 
Equatorial Guinea, India, Iran (Islamic 
Republic of), Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, 
Lithuania, Madagascar, Malaysia, 
Malawi, Mali, Morocco, Mauritius, 
Mauritania, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Niger, Nigeria, Oman, Uganda, Qatar, 
the Syrian Arab Republic, the Dem. Rep. 
of the Congo, Rwanda, Sao Tome and 
Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra 
Leone, Singapore, Slovenia, Somalia, 
Sudan, South Sudan, South Africa, 
Sweden, Tanzania, Chad, Togo, Tunisia, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the frequency 
band 47.2–48.2 GHz is identified for use 
by administrations wishing to 
implement International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which it is 
allocated, and does not establish any 
priority in the Radio Regulations. 
Resolution 243 (WRC–19) applies. 
* * * * * 

(555) * * * 
(ii) 5.555C The use of the frequency 

band 51.4–52.4 GHz by the fixed- 
satellite service (Earth-to-space) is 
limited to geostationary-satellite 
networks. The earth stations shall be 
limited to gateway earth stations with a 
minimum antenna diameter of 2.4 
metres. 
* * * * * 

(559) * * * 
(i) 5.559AA The frequency band 66– 

71 GHz is identified for use by 
administrations wishing to implement 
the terrestrial component of 
International Mobile 
Telecommunications (IMT). This 
identification does not preclude the use 
of this frequency band by any 
application of the services to which this 
frequency band is allocated and does 
not establish priority in the Radio 
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Regulations. Resolution 241 (WRC–19) 
applies. 

(ii) 5.559B The use of the frequency 
band 77.5–78 GHz by the radiolocation 
service shall be limited to short-range 
radar for ground-based applications, 
including automotive radars. The 
technical characteristics of these radars 
are provided in the most recent version 
of Recommendation ITU–R M.2057. The 
provisions of No. 4.10 do not apply. 
* * * * * 

(562) * * * 
(ii) 5.562B In the frequency bands 

105–109.5 GHz, 111.8–114.25 GHz and 
217–226 GHz, the use of this allocation 
is limited to space-based radio 
astronomy only. 
* * * * * 

(564) 5.564A For the operation of 
fixed and land mobile service 
applications in frequency bands in the 
range 275–450 GHz: The frequency 
bands 275–296 GHz, 306–313 GHz, 318– 
333 GHz and 356–450 GHz are 
identified for use by administrations for 
the implementation of land mobile and 
fixed service applications, where no 
specific conditions are necessary to 
protect Earth exploration-satellite 
service (passive) applications. The 
frequency bands 296–306 GHz, 313–318 
GHz and 333–356 GHz may only be 
used by fixed and land mobile service 
applications when specific conditions to 
ensure the protection of Earth 
exploration-satellite service (passive) 
applications are determined in 
accordance with Resolution 731 
(Rev.WRC–19). In those portions of the 
frequency range 275–450 GHz where 
radio astronomy applications are used, 
specific conditions (e.g. minimum 
separation distances and/or avoidance 
angles) may be necessary to ensure 
protection of radio astronomy sites from 
land mobile and/or fixed service 
applications, on a case-by-case basis in 
accordance with Resolution 731 
(Rev.WRC–19). The use of the above- 
mentioned frequency bands by land 
mobile and fixed service applications 
does not preclude use by, and does not 
establish priority over, any other 
applications of radio services in the 
range of 275–450 GHz. 
* * * * * 

(c) * * * 
(1) US1 The bands 2501–2502 kHz, 

5003–5005 kHz, 10.003–10.005 MHz, 
15.005–15.01 MHz, 19.99–19.995 MHz, 
20.005–20.01 MHz, and 25.005–25.01 
MHz are also allocated to the space 
research service on a secondary basis for 
Federal use. In the event of interference 
to the reception of the standard 
frequency and time broadcasts, these 
space research transmissions are subject 

to immediate temporary or permanent 
shutdown. 
* * * * * 

(52) US52 In the VHF maritime 
mobile band (156–162 MHz), the 
following provisions apply: 

(i) Except as provided for below, the 
use of the bands 161.9625–161.9875 
MHz (AIS 1 with center frequency 
161.975 MHz) and 162.0125–162.0375 
MHz (AIS 2 with center frequency 
162.025 MHz) by the maritime mobile 
and mobile-satellite (Earth-to-space) 
services is restricted to Automatic 
Identification Systems (AIS). The use of 
these bands by the aeronautical mobile 
(OR) service is restricted to AIS 
emissions from search and rescue 
aircraft operations. Frequencies in the 
AIS 1 band may continue to be used by 
non-Federal base, fixed, and land 
mobile stations until March 2, 2024. 

(ii) The use of the bands 156.7625– 
156.7875 MHz (AIS 3 with center 
frequency 156.775 MHz) and 156.8125– 
156.8375 MHz (AIS 4 with center 
frequency 156.825 MHz) by the mobile- 
satellite service (Earth-to-space) is 
restricted to the reception of long-range 
AIS broadcast messages from ships 
(Message 27; see most recent version of 
Recommendation ITU–R M.1371). 

(iii) The frequency 156.3 MHz may 
also be used by aircraft stations for the 
purpose of search and rescue operations 
and other safety-related communication. 

(iv) Federal stations in the maritime 
mobile service may also be authorized 
as follows: 

(A) Vessel traffic services under the 
control of the U.S. Coast Guard on a 
simplex basis by coast and ship stations 
on the frequencies 156.25, 156.55, 156.6 
and 156.7 MHz; 

(B) Inter-ship use of the frequency 
156.3 MHz on a simplex basis; 

(C) Navigational bridge-to-bridge and 
navigational communications on a 
simplex basis by coast and ship stations 
on the frequencies 156.375 and 156.65 
MHz; 

(D) Port operations use on a simplex 
basis by coast and ship stations on the 
frequencies 156.6 and 156.7 MHz; 

(E) Environmental communications 
on the frequency 156.75 MHz in 
accordance with the national plan; and 

(F) Duplex port operations use of the 
frequencies 157 MHz for ship stations 
and 161.6 MHz for coast stations. 
* * * * * 

(79) * * * 
(iii) US79A The use of the bands 415– 

472 kHz, 479–495 kHz, and 505–510 
kHz by the maritime mobile service is 
limited to radiotelegraphy. 
* * * * * 

(82) US82 In the bands 4146–4152 
kHz, 6224–6233 kHz, 8294–8300 kHz, 

12.353–12.368 MHz, 16.528–16.549 
MHz, 18.825–18.846 MHz, 22.159–22.18 
MHz, and 25.1–25.121 MHz, the 
assignable frequencies may be 
authorized on a shared non-priority 
basis to Federal and non-Federal ship 
and coast stations (SSB telephony, with 
peak envelope power not to exceed 1 
kW). 
* * * * * 

(100) US100 The bands 2310–2320 
and 2345–2360 MHz are available for 
Federal aeronautical telemetering and 
associated telecommand operations for 
flight testing of manned or unmanned 
aircraft, missiles, or major components 
thereof, on a secondary basis to the 
Wireless Communications Service 
(WCS). The frequencies 2312.5 MHz and 
2352.5 MHz are shared on a co-equal 
basis by Federal stations for 
telemetering and associated 
telecommand operations of expendable 
and reusable launch vehicles, 
irrespective of whether such operations 
involve flight testing. Other Federal 
mobile telemetering uses may be 
provided in the bands 2310–2320 and 
2345–2360 MHz on a non-interference 
basis to all other uses authorized 
pursuant to this paragraph (c)(100). 
* * * * * 

(247) US247 The band 10.1–10.15 
MHz is allocated to the fixed service on 
a primary basis outside the United 
States and its insular areas. 
Transmissions from stations in the 
amateur service must not cause harmful 
interference to this fixed service use and 
stations in the amateur service must 
make all necessary adjustments 
(including termination of transmission) 
if harmful interference is caused. 
* * * * * 

(281) US281 In the band 25.07–25.21 
MHz, non-Federal stations in the 
Industrial/Business Pool must not cause 
harmful interference to, and must accept 
interference from, stations in the 
maritime mobile service operating in 
accordance with the Table of Frequency 
Allocations. 
* * * * * 

(283) US283 In the bands 2850–3025 
kHz, 3400–3500 kHz, 4650–4700 kHz, 
5450–5680 kHz, 6525–6685 kHz, 
10.005–10.1 MHz, 11.275–11.4 MHz, 
13.26–13.36 MHz, and 17.9–17.97 MHz, 
frequencies may be authorized for non- 
Federal flight test purposes on the 
condition that harmful interference will 
not be caused to services operating in 
accordance with the Table of Frequency 
Allocations. 
* * * * * 

(296) US296 In the bands designated 
for ship wide-band telegraphy, facsimile 
and special transmission systems, the 
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following assignable frequencies are 
available to non-Federal stations on a 
shared basis with Federal stations: 
2070.5 kHz, 2072.5 kHz, 2074.5 kHz, 
2076.5 kHz, 4154 kHz, 4170 kHz, 6235 
kHz, 6259 kHz, 8302 kHz, 8338 kHz, 
12.37 MHz, 12.418 MHz, 16.551 MHz, 
16.615 MHz, 18.848 MHz, 18.868 MHz, 
22.182 MHz, 22.238 MHz, 25.123 MHz, 
and 25.159 MHz. 
* * * * * 

(312) US312 The frequency 173.075 
MHz may also be authorized on a 
primary basis to non-Federal stations in 
the Public Safety Radio Pool, limited to 
police licensees and an authorized 
bandwidth not to exceed 12.5 kHz, for 
stolen vehicle recovery systems. 
* * * * * 

(342) US342 In making assignments to 
stations of other services to which the 
bands in table 17 to paragraph (c)(342) 

of this section are allocated (*indicates 
radio astronomy use for spectral line 
observations), all practicable steps must 
be taken to protect the radio astronomy 
service from harmful interference. 
Emissions from spaceborne or airborne 
stations can be particularly serious 
sources of interference to the radio 
astronomy service (see ITU Radio 
Regulations at Nos. 4.5 and 4.6 and 
Article 29). 

TABLE 17 TO PARAGRAPH (c)(342) 

13.36–13.41 MHz ..................................................................................... 42.77–42.87 GHz.* 
25.55–25.67 MHz ..................................................................................... 43.07–43.17 GHz.* 
37.5–38.25 MHz ....................................................................................... 43.37–43.47 GHz.* 
322–328.6 MHz * ...................................................................................... 48.94–49.04 GHz.* 
1330–1400 MHz * ..................................................................................... 76–86 GHz. 
1610.6–1613.8 MHz * ............................................................................... 92–94 GHz. 
1660–1660.5 MHz * .................................................................................. 94.1–100 GHz. 
1668.4–1670 MHz * .................................................................................. 102–109.5 GHz. 
3260–3267 MHz * ..................................................................................... 111.8–114.25 GHz. 
3332–3339 MHz * ..................................................................................... 128.33–128.59 GHz.* 
3345.8–3352.5 MHz * ............................................................................... 129.23–129.49 GHz.* 
4825–4835 MHz * ..................................................................................... 130–134 GHz. 
4950–4990 MHz ....................................................................................... 136–148.5 GHz. 
6650–6675.2 MHz * .................................................................................. 151.5–158.5 GHz. 
14.47–14.5 GHz * ..................................................................................... 168.59–168.93 GHz.* 
22.01–22.21 GHz * ................................................................................... 171.11–171.45 GHz.* 
22.21–22.5 GHz ....................................................................................... 172.31–172.65 GHz.* 
22.81–22.86 GHz * ................................................................................... 173.52–173.85 GHz.* 
23.07–23.12 GHz * ................................................................................... 195.75–196.15 GHz.* 
31.2–31.3 GHz ......................................................................................... 209–226 GHz. 
36.43–36.5 GHz * ..................................................................................... 241–250 GHz. 
42.5–43.5 GHz ......................................................................................... 252–275 GHz. 

* * * * * 
(444) * * * 
(ii) US444B In the band 5091–5150 

MHz, the following provisions apply to 
the aeronautical mobile service: 

(A) Use is restricted to: 
(1) Systems operating in the 

aeronautical mobile (R) service 
(AM(R)S) in accordance with 
international aeronautical standards, 
limited to surface applications at 
airports, and in accordance with 
Resolution 748 (Rev.WRC–12) (i.e., 
AeroMACS); and 

(2) Aeronautical telemetry 
transmissions from aircraft stations 
(AMT) in accordance with Resolution 
418 (Rev.WRC–19). 

(B) Consistent with Radio Regulation 
No. 4.10, airport surface wireless 
systems operating in the AM(R)S have 
priority over AMT systems in the band. 

(C) Operators of AM(R)S and AMT 
systems at the following airports are 
urged to cooperate with each other in 
the exchange of information about 
planned deployments of their respective 
systems so that the prospects for 
compatible sharing of the band are 
enhanced: 

(1) Boeing Field/King County Intl 
Airport, Seattle, WA; 

(2) Lambert-St. Louis Intl Airport, St. 
Louis, MO; 

(3) Charleston AFB/Intl Airport, 
Charleston, SC; 

(4) Wichita Dwight D. Eisenhower 
National Airport, Wichita, KS; 

(5) Roswell Intl Air Center Airport, 
Roswell, NM; and 

(6) William P. Gwinn Airport, Jupiter, 
FL. Other airports may be addressed on 
a case-by-case basis. 

(D) Aeronautical fixed 
communications that are an integral part 
of the AeroMACS system authorized in 
paragraph (c)(444)(ii)(A)(1) of this 
section are also authorized on a primary 
basis. 
* * * * * 

(d) * * * 
(33) NG33 In the band 614–698 MHz, 

the following provisions apply. In the 
sub-bands 617–652 MHz and 663–698 
MHz, low power television and TV 
translator stations may operate on a 
secondary basis to stations in the fixed 
and mobile services until required to 
terminate their operations in accordance 
with § 73.3700(g)(4) of this chapter, and 
white space devices may also operate in 
these sub-bands, except in those areas 
where their use is prohibited in 
accordance with §§ 15.707(a)(5) and 

15.713(b)(2)(iv) of this chapter. In 
addition, white space devices may 
operate in the sub-band 657–663 MHz 
in accordance with § 15.707(a)(2) of this 
chapter, low power auxiliary stations 
may operate in the sub-band 653–657 
MHz, and unlicensed wireless 
microphones may operate in the sub- 
bands 614–616 MHz and 657–663 MHz. 
* * * * * 

(169) NG169 In the band 3650–3700 
MHz, use of the non-Federal fixed- 
satellite service (space-to-Earth) is 
limited to international inter- 
continental systems and, after December 
1, 2000, primary operations are limited 
to grandfathered earth stations. All other 
earth station operations in the band 
3650–3700 MHz are authorized on a 
secondary basis. Grandfathered earth 
stations are those authorized prior to 
December 1, 2000, or granted as a result 
of an application filed prior to 
December 1, 2000, and constructed 
within 12 months of initial 
authorization. License applications for 
primary operations for new earth 
stations, major amendments to pending 
earth station applications, or 
applications for major modifications to 
earth station facilities filed on or after 
December 18, 1998, and prior to 
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December 1, 2000, will not be accepted 
unless the proposed facilities are within 
16.1 kilometers (10 miles) of an 
authorized primary earth station 
operating in the band 3650–3700 MHz. 
License applications for primary 
operations by new earth stations, major 
amendments to pending earth station 
applications, and applications for major 
modifications to earth station facilities, 
filed after December 1, 2000, will not be 
accepted, except for changes in 
polarization, antenna orientation or 
ownership of a grandfathered earth 
station. 
* * * * * 

(e) * * * 
(2) G2 In the bands 216.965–216.995 

MHz, 420–450 MHz (except as provided 
for in G129), 890–902 MHz, 928–942 
MHz, 1300–1390 MHz, 2310–2390 MHz, 
2417–2450 MHz, 2700–2900 MHz, 
3300–3500 MHz, 5650–5925 MHz, and 
9000–9200 MHz, use of the Federal 

radiolocation service is restricted to the 
military services. 
* * * * * 

(32) G32 Except for weather radars on 
meteorological satellites in the band 
9.975–10.025 GHz and for Federal 
survey operations (see paragraph 
(c)(108) of this section), Federal 
radiolocation in the band 10–10.5 GHz 
is limited to the military services. 
* * * * * 

(115) G115 In the band 13.36–13.41 
MHz, the fixed service is allocated on a 
primary basis outside the conterminous 
United States. Within the conterminous 
United States, assignments in the fixed 
service are permitted, and will be 
protected for national defense purposes 
or, if they are to be used only in an 
emergency jeopardizing life, public 
safety, or important property under 
conditions calling for immediate 

communication where other means of 
communication do not exist. 
* * * * * 

(132) G132 Use of the 
radionavigation-satellite service in the 
band 1215–1240 MHz shall be subject to 
the condition that no harmful 
interference is caused to, and no 
protection is claimed from, the 
radionavigation service authorized 
under paragraph (b)(331) of this section. 
Furthermore, the use of the 
radionavigation-satellite service in the 
band 1215–1240 MHz shall be subject to 
the condition that no harmful 
interference is caused to the 
radiolocation service. ITU Radio 
Regulation No. 5.43 shall not apply in 
respect of the radiolocation service. ITU 
Resolution 608 (Rev.WRC–19) shall 
apply. 
* * * * * 
[FR Doc. 2023–14656 Filed 9–28–23; 8:45 am] 
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